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—News In Brief

Belli plans
to assist
families in
crash suits

Libyans stage giant protests
against America and Israel
NICOSIA, Cyprus(AP) — Libya's state-run radio said Libyans
staged giant anti-American demonstrations in all of the country's
major cities for a second day today, vowing to defend themselves
against any attack by the United States and Israel.
We are ready to face any attack by the American imperialists
and Zionists; we are ready to fight and to join suicide squads,"
the demonstrators chanted, according to the Tripoli Radio report
monitored in Nicosia, Cyprus.
The State Department appeq.led Thursday for international
sanctions against Libya. The United States and Israel charge Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy supports a renegade Palestinian
faction headed by Abu Nidal, which they blame for the Dec. 27
terrorist attacks at the Rome and Vienna airports that killed 19.
In Naples, Italy, a U.S. Navy task force led by the aircraft carrier Coral Sea left today for an undisclosed Mediterranean
destination after completing a holiday port call, an American
military spokesman said.
Lt. Col. John Marchi, spokesman for U.S. Naval Support Activity in Naples, confirmed the task force departure and said it
was scheduled. He denied Italian newspaper reports that all.
leaves had been canceled for U.S. military personnel in Italy.
CBS News, quoting sources who asked not to be identified,
reported Thursday that U.S. forces in the Mediteranean have
been built up in case President Reagan calls for a retaliatory
strike against Libya.
A Navy source told The Associated Press in Washington that
the Coral Sea's battle group has been ordered to resume routine
operations-1n the central Mediterranean, but refused to confirm
that any order had been given involving a "massing" of Sixth
Fleet ships.
Tripoli Radio said Libyans also held mass meetings Thursday
night and sent cables to Khadafy declaring they "are in the trenches and the front line ready to confront the Zionist ... and the
American imperialist threats against the Arab Libyan people."
The radio said Palestinian groups in the Libyan port city of
Benghazi also sent cables to Khadafy, stating their readiness to
die in Libya's defense.
Austrian officials have said the two surviving terrorists from
the Vienna attack identified themselves as members of Abu
-Nidal's group. Rome's II Messaggero and Milan's Corriere della
Sera newspapers today quoted unidentified judicial sources as
saying that the judge investigating the Rome attack, Domenico
Sica, has decided to seek an international arrest warrant for Abu
Nidal.
Khadafy was quoted by Libya's official JANA news agency as
telling a news conference Wednesday that if the United States
retaliates against Libya, he will strike. back at Americans "in
their own streets" and plunge the whole Mediterranean region into "a war without end."
Asked about this Thursday, President Reagan replied, "I don't
answer fellas who think it's all right to shoot 11-year-old girls."
Among the five Americans who died in the twin airport attacks
was Natasha Simpson, 11, the daughter of The Associated Press'
news editor in Rome, Victor Simpson.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
San Francisco attorney Melvin
Belli predicts every family who
sues for damages will reap a
"substantial" award in connection with the jet airliner that
crashed last month in Canada,
killing all 256 aboard.
Belli, who arrived here Thursday .to consult with a Kentucky
lawyer representing some of
families of the crash victims,
also predicted that 99 percent of
the cases will be settled out of
court.

Council sworn in; Arnold and Chrisman honored
Formal swearing in ceremonies
for the Murray City Council
were conducted Thursday night
by outgoing Circuit Judge
James Lassiter, pictured above
at left center. The new council
being sworn in is, clockwise
from lower left, newcomers Bill
Cherry and Charles Walston,
Mike Outland,Keith Hays,Steve
Sammons, John Ed Scott, Circuit Judge Laasiter, Mayor
Holmes Ellis, City Clerk Jo
Crass (seated), Howard
Koenen, E.B. Howton, Chuck
Foster, Ruby Hale, L.D. Miller,
and Dr. C.C. Lowry. At left,
Mayor Ellis (center) presents
plaques of appreciation to outgoing council members Lloyd Arnold (left) and Ed Chrisrnan
(right).

"When a tragedy like this happens, you're stunned, you're
shocked," Belli said, referring
to the crash in Gander, Newfoundland, that killed 248
soldiers of the 101st Airborne
„Division and eight crew
Members.
"Some people hit the bottle,
_some go out and walk all night,
.-.-some get in a car and drive,
wishing they, too, Vinultibekilled. And some say, 'Sue. the
bastards. Make it hurt," Belli
said.
Belli, who is working with
lawyers in India to represent
families of those killed in last
year's Bhopal gas leak disaster,
came here at the request of at.,
torney Howell Hopson, of Cadiz
Ky.
Belli's firm helped Hopson file
a $5 million suit Dec. 16 in U.S.
District Court in Paducah, Ky.,

Stet photon bt Nevin Bowden

(Cont'd on page 2)

Manuscript donated to Kentucky organization

Letter from George Rogers Clark found

Elsewhere...
lit the Untwisted Pr,-.'.

LONDON — European authorities have stationed more police
at air terminals in response to Arab terrorist attacks on airports
in Rome and Vienna. Workers at two airports stage strikes to demand stritorcurity.
S — As President Reagan prepares to fly to MexLOS AN
ico today for a meeting with President Miguel de la Madrid, U.S.
officials expressed concern that Mexico's long history of political
stability could be disrupted by its increasingly powerful drug
smuggling chieftains.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — A new outbursPof tribal
fighting involving warriors armed with clubs, spears and
shotguns has led to at least 20 deaths and dozens of kidnappings,
residents say.
TEL AVIV, Israel — Israeli officials blame Syria and Iran for
an increase in guerrilla attacks launched from south Lebanon,
where fighting resumes between Israeli-backed militiamen and
Palestin*n and Lebanese Moslem forces.
mouNbsviLLE, W.Va. — Knife-wielding prison inmates remained in control of the West Virginia Penitentiary today, but a
negotiated settlement called for the last of 16 hostages seized in
New Year's Day rioting to be freed.
CHICAGO — The pregnancy-related death rate for women age
35 or older has been cut nearly in half over the past several years,
with better education and improved medical care likely reasons,
researchers say.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP,L= A
1789 letter from explorer and
soldier George Rogers Clark has
been found, giving historians an
account of his legal problems. •
The 14-page letter is an
anonymous gift from a
Louisville family to the Sons of
the Americtin Revolution, which
has its national headquarters in
Louisville.
Clark founded LouiSville and
was a Revolutionary War hero,
leading American forces in the

west against the British and
Indians.
Clark wrote the letter on Feb.
27, 1789, to Frankfort lawyer
John Brown, Kentucky's first
senator. It concerned some of
the lawsuits that were filed
against Clark, a Virginia native
who died in 1818.
"It's a treasure," said Benjamin H. Morris, SAR president
general.
After the letter was found
among some old papers under a

bed a few months ago, it was
taken to James A. Williams, the
Sons of the American Revolution
museum director in Wilmette,
Williams took it to Archie
Motley, manuscript curator at
the Chicago Historical Society,
who identified Clark's signature
and valued the document at
$5,000.
The source of the letter is not
known. The family that donated
it has no ties to Clark or Brown.

During the war, Clark launched a major offensive from
Louisville. But the venture also
made him a pauper. Virginia
would not make good on notes
that Clark signed for pay, supplies and ammunition. The
lawsuits followed.
"Lands and Bonds is all the
property I have, great part of
that is already gone to pay the
Publick Debts in this Countrey,"
Clark wrote to Brown in the
letter.

Extinguishers
on Nelson's
plane unused,
say officials_
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733,1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — I a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 11
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

TEXARKANA, Ark. (AM —
Fire spread so quickly through a
DC-3 carrying singer Rick
Nelson and six others to their
deaths that they apparently
weren't able to put it out, and
died of smoke inhalation and
burns, officials say.

Partly cloudy tonight. LoW
25 to 30. Light north wind. __
Becoming mostly cloudy
Saturday with a 30 percent
chance of rain in the afternoon.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for no precipitation expected
and slightly below normal
temperatures Highs will be
-mostly 40 to.45 with lows from
25 to 35
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

Four of the five fire extinguishers in the cabin of the
chartered plane that crashed
Tuesday near De Kalb, Texas,
were unused, National
Transportation Safety Board
chairman Jim Burnett said in a
news conference Thursday.
Burnett said there was no indication of structural failure
aboard the 42-year-old plane,
and that investigators would use
infrared photography today to
try to learn if Spillage reported
by a truck driver was aircraft
— -fuel.
Autopsies conducted Thurs-
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Lovett takes fircuit bench
Benton attorney John Clay Lovett (left) is sworn in as.the Circuit Judge for the 42nd Judicial District of
Lovett will
Kentucky. Administering the oath of office is retiring Circuit Judge James InssIter, whom
Annex
Court
House
Miller
the
En
afternoon
Thursday
place
took
ceremonies
replace on the bench. The
In Murray.
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New critical care
unit is about ready
for its first patients

•

I.

Getting the tour
The local news media had a chance to tour the new intensive and
coronary care unit at Murray Calloway County Hospital Thursday afternoon. At left, registered nurse Shirley Lamb, coordinator of the critical care unit, checks a computer monitor in
one of the rooms. Above, hospital administrator Stuart Poston explains how the new unit will work as Murray Cablevision
cameraman Allen Fowler tapes the action. The new unit should
be in use within the next two weeks, hospital officials say.
•tati photos b• Ds% Id Turk

Crash
(Cont'd from page 1)
on behalf of the mother of Sgt.
Paul Hemingway, who was killed in the fiery crash.
In a separate suit filed by Hopson Thursday in Paducah,

Nelson...
(Cont'd from page I)
day by the Dallas County
Medical Examiners office indicated that Nelson, 45; his
fiancee',2- Helen Blair, 27; and
band members Andy Chapin, 30;
Bobby Neal, 38; Patrick Woodward, 35; Rick Intveld, 22, and
Clark Russell, 35, died of smoke
inhalation and burns, he said.
Medical examiners are studying soot on the bodies to determine what was burning in the
plane, Burnett said, stressing
that information from the crash
surviVors — pilot Brad Rank
and co-pilot Kenneth Ferguson
— will be crucial to learn the
cause.
Doctors have denied
------\..,authorities permission to talk to
s
Ferguson, and although Rank
cannot talk, he nodded yes or no
to questions, indicating he first
, noticed smoke in the cabin,
Burnett said.

Malinda Parris of Hopkinsville,
Ky., asked for $5 million in the
loss of her husband, Chief Warrant Officer Rudy Parris.
When the first people called
us wanting to sue Arrow Air Inc.
(which operated the jetliner),
we thought we could better
serve our clients by bringing in a
national law firm," Hopson said
Thursday.
"The Belli firm has a good
record in trial litigation and
airline cases," he said.
Belli's firm has filed suit on
behalf of seven clients in San
Francisco, alleging gross
negligence against Arrow, and
last week against World Airways, which had served the
DC-8 three days before it left the
Sinai for Fort Campbell, Ky.,
where the 101st Airborne Division is based.
"Arrow was inexcusably
negligent in not de-icing and
preparing the plane's surfaces
properly. World Airways knew
the plane had mechanical problems. Both Arrow and World
Airways are going to have a lot
of responsibility financially,"
Belli said.
Belli's associate, attorney
Richard Brown, said all cases
from across the country related
to the crash will be consolidated
and transferred to the Panel on
Multi-District Litigation.
—It's hard to say how many
suits will be filed," Hopson said.

"A lot will sue because they feel
they've been wronged by Arrow,
and some because they have
dependents to support."
Belli said he was confident
that the families will succeed in
their suits. 'They'll all recover
damages. The damages will be
substantial and collectible, and*
will probably be awarded within
the year," he said.
Local officials said Belli was
welcome to work on the case,
unlike a Houston attorney and
investigator who were barred
Monday from 'contacting survivors of the victims in Montgomery County, Tenn., near
Fort Campbell.
Montgomery County
Chancellor Alex Darnell issued
a temporary order after the immediate past president of the
local bar association complained that out-of-state attorneys
were involved in what he called
unethical solicitations.
"I welcome Mr. Belli to the
community," said attorney L.
Raymond Grimes, who has
headed the Montgomery County
Bar Association.
"He has been legittmahily
by a
associated with the ca
local attorney. The other were
here soliciting," Grimes s
Belli, 78, is also represen
the families of about 100 victims
of the Korean airliner shot down
over Soviet territory on Sept. 1,
1983. Those eases have not yet
been settled, he said.

Due to Fire Damage ALL

CD Begley Drug
.--

Dark fired-cured.
markets to open

The new intensive and coronary care unit at MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
about ready to receive its first
patients.
The first of its eight beds are
expected to be occupied within a
few days, according to Stuart
Poston, the MCCH
administrator.
After more than six months in
construction, the new unit,
regarded as one of the most
modern and sophistically equipped in the area, has materialized from a renovation of the east
section of the hospital directly
above the emergency room.
Sunday, January 5, the public
will have an opportunity to see
it, as a four-hour "open house"
— from 12 noon until 4 p.m. —
has been planned for this
purpose.

The dark fired-cured markets
will open Wednesday, Jan. 15 in
Mayfield and Thursday, Jan. 16
in Murray. Each week
thereafter Murray will sell on
Monday and Wednesday and
Mayfield on Tuesday and Thursday. Producers should give
special attention to the way they
class their tobacco and the way
they put their tobacco on
baskets for auction, as tobacco
that is mixed will not receive as
high grade.
Producers signed a form with
ASCS stating their tobacco
would not be nested on baskets
for auction. Any tobacco which
has been loaded, packed or arranged to conceal foreign matter or tobacco of inferior grade,
quality or condition is nested.
Air-cured sales before
Christmas totaled 1,195,596
pounds for an average of $113.14,
which ix about $13 lower than
last year. The association has
taken 42 percent of total sales
under loan for a total of 503,400
pounds.
The last regular scheduled
air-cured sale will be Jan. 8 in
Mayfield and Janti9 in Murray.
A clean-up sale will be announced at a later date and will be the
last sale at which price supports
will be offered.

Murrayan charged
by Paducah police
Bobby R. Allen, 44, of 809 N.
19th St., has been charged in McCracken County.warrants with
shoplifting and knowingly
receiving stolen property valued
at more than $100, according to
Paducah police Sgt. Ken
Alexander.
Allen was arrested at 1:30
p.m. Dec. 26 at the Sears store in
Kentucky Oaks Mall, according
to Alexander. He was charged
with taking four wrenches
valued at $61.96, Alexander said.
A charge of theft of items valued
at less than $1 00 is a
misdemeanor.
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Included re emergency electrical outlets cpnnected to the
hospital's generators for use in
the event of a power outage.
There is also a blood pressure
monitor, a vacuum-type suction
for removal of excess fluid, a
button for summoning immediate help as well as the standard nurse's call button and a
digital clock with an emergency
start timer for use in cardidpulriltbnary resUSCItatiOn
(CPR).
Each room also has a private
bath, a floor-length curtain
across the total glass wall facing
the nurses' station and sliding
doors. The entire glass wall ca
be quickly snapped out of position and folded back in order to
move a patient and bed or to bring large emergency equipment
into the room in a life threatening situation.
Each patient will be
monitored at all times at the
nurses' station as will be the patients who will be in the 10 subintensive care beds located just
outside the new unit on the present east wing of the second
floor of the hospital.
Computerized monitors in the
nurses' station also are being
programmed to sound an alarm
automaticaly in the event of a
sudden change in a patient's
heart beat, blood pressure,
respiration and other vital
condition.
A minimum of one nurse for
each two patients will be main-

Allen allegedly placed the
wrenches in a bag he was carrying. The alleged theft was.
recordedon the store's camera
security system, Alexander
said.
Alexander said that a subsequent investigation led to the
signing of a felony warrant by
Ozean Dodd, a security officer
at the Meis store in the Kentucky Oaks Mall.
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There also is a conference
room where the doctors can confer with and instruct the nurses
as well as meet with patients'
families, and a nurses' lounge.
Nancy Warren, a registered
nurse and the hospital's critical
care clinical manager, said the
nurses assigned to the unit are
extremely excited about the new
facility and are preparing for
their pending move into it with
much enthusiasm.

Break-in reported
at New Concord
An undetermined amount of
cigarettes and candy bars were
taken from Bob and Jim-'s Corner in New Concord sometime
Thursday night, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
No suspects have been arrested in connection with the
break-in, which was discovered
early today according to Sheriff
David Balentine, who stated
that entry to the building was
gained by the breaking of the
front door glass.

Sign-up times for
1986_eost-sharing
estatlished by the
county ASCS office
The sign—up periods for 1986
cost-sharing for conservation
practices available through the
Calloway County ASCS Office
have been established, according to David E. Riley, Jr. CED
of the Calloway County ASC Office. Applications for costsharing will be accepted during
the following periods:
(1) The month of January; (2)
February 15 through March 151
(3)the month of May and (4) July 1 through August 10.
_.

Fire-Rescue Squad
responds to a field
fire in Lynn Grove
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad responded to a field fire
Wednesday in Lynn Grove area.
The fire oecured at approximately 1 p.m. at the home of
Ray Thomason. About 1/2 acre
was damaged by the fire which
was out upon the arrival of the
squad.
Three trucks and seven men
responded to the fire.

Two drivers die after separate
high-speeththases with police
.,"

Separate high-speed police chases ended in death near Bardstown and Shelbyville this morning.,according to state police and
local authorities.
James R, Robinson, 22, of Bardstown, died at Flaget Memorial
Hospital shortly after the car he was driving crashed into a state
police cruiser at the US 31-E, Blue Grass Parkway overpass just
south of Bardstown, said dispatcher Wayne Harvey at the
Elizabethtown post.
Shelby County Coroner Tommy Sampson said Delbert O'Bannon of Simpsonville died at the scene when the stolen car in which
he riding struck a row of trees just north of Shelbyvthe on Kentucky 53-North. The car was being chased by Shelbyville police at
the time. State police said the auto had been going the wrong way
on a one-way street.
State Trooper Brad Weakley had set up a roadblock with his
cruiser after Robinson's car had eluded a roadblock at New
Haven in Nelson County near the LaRue-Nelson County line.
Weakley jumped out of the way when he saw Robinson's car approaching at 80 mph, Harvey said.
C. M. Davenport, Hodgenville's police chief, said Robinson
swerved his car at a city cruiser about 1 a.m.
"He honked his horn as loud as he could and ran the cruiser into
a yard," Davenpai said. "He came back a ,pecond time and
made another swipe, but when as second cruiser approached he
fled into Nelson County."
Davenport said a Nelson County Sheriff's Department cruiser
and New Haven Police car had the road blocked at New Haven,
but the New Haven officer moved his car out ot the way when he
saw Robinson's vehicle approaching at a high rate of speed
There was no collision and no injuries at New Haven, he said.
Shelbyville police arrested Edward Taylor, 20, of Indianapolis
and launched a search for two other men who fled the scene of the
3 a.m. crash. The other two suspects were reported in custody by
9 a.m. There was no imediate indication of what charges were being filed against the suspects.
Police said the car in which the four were riding had been
stolen Monday in the Indianapolis area

At the time of his arrest in
Sears, Allen is alleged to have
had a tie, two men's shirts and a
calculator clutch purse that
were allegedly taken from the
Meis store.
Allen was served the warrant
on the Meis charge Tuesday
afternoon, Alexander said.
He was released on $2,500
bond and is scheduled to appear
in McCracken District Court
Jan. 21.
Following several attempts,
Allen was unavailable for comment this morning.
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Physicians and hospital personnel will be on hand to explain
to visitors the unit and its up-todate, computerized equipment
and its monitoring procedures.
They will see how the new
critical care unit has been constructed in a U-type nursingstation-patients'-rooms arrangement. Its eight-bed capacity compares with the six-patient
capacity of the present intensive
and coronary care area at the
218-bed medical center.
Each bed is visible from the
nurses' station, and each is uniquely equipped for emergency
cases, Poston said. The headwall console at each bed contains a wide assortment of
outlets, each designed for a particular purpose in immediate
and intensive care.

tained at all times at the nurses'
station, Poston noted, adding
that in such a facility the
general nurse-patient ratio if
one-for-one.
New facilities relating to the
unit also include a waiting room
for family, complete with
recliner chairs, blankets and a
private phone booth; and a
special procedures room for the
Installation of pacemakers,
Swanz-ganz catheters and other
surgical procedures.

Correction
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Associated Press erroneously
reported Tuesday that a Kentucky State Police officer said
ex-convict Dennis Lucas was
asleep when he was fatally shot
by a police marksman to end a
hostage situation.
Police Sgt. Phil Harney, denying the allegation by Lucas'
sister, said Lucas was not
asleep
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PERSPECTIVE
Higher education
funding inadequate
Not only do we endorse again
As a new year dawns and the
the long-awaited project, we see
Kentucky General Assembly
it as probably the best example
goes about its biennial business
anywhere in Kentucky of the
of juggling priorities, the plight
direct relationship between
of our state system of higher
education and economic vitality.
education cannot be winked at
The building, which would house
any longer.
the engineering technology proOur state colleges and univergrams, has long-term implicasities have not been adequately
tions that are statewide - and
funded over the past few years.
beyond.
They have fallen behind in faculSome industries such as
ty and staff salaries, in research
Briggs
& Stratton have indevelopment
profalsional
and
dicated that the outstanding
opportunities, in acquisition of
engineering technology proneeded facilities and equipment,
grams at Murray State were a
even in routine maintenance.
definite factor in the decision to
not,
we
it
or
we
like
Whether
locate in the area. The future
live in a competitive world with
holds even greater promise If,
two options - keep up or get out
the industry and technology
of the way. Higher education is a
building becomes reality.
part of that world and, especialWith the recent anly since the 1984 legislative sesnouncements of the Toyota plant
sion, Kentucky has not kept up.
in Georgetown and the GM
Instead, we've studied the issue
Saturn plant in Springfield,
top, side and bottom while our
Tenn., as well as completion of
institutions scrambled to mainthe Tennessee-Tombigbee
tain quality and retain faculty
Waterway, the potential for area despite lack of resources.
satellite industries and jobs for
Meanwhile, the scenario has
more people is virtually inbeen dramatically different in
calculable. But we need to act
several states around us. They
now - not react later.
have made bold financial comA group of Kentucky's
mitments to education at all
business and industrial leaders
levels and moved ahead with a
known as Kentucky Advocates
clear vision of the correlation
for Higher Education has
between a well-educated
organized a series of eight
populace and the potential for
public meetings in locations
prosperity.
across the state on Monday
Kentcky lawmakers will soon
be facing the issue of adequate . evening, Jan 6, to raise public
awareness of the problems in
support for higher educaiton
higher education and the need to
again, this time fat 1986-87 and
increase state funding. 1987-88. We see it as absolutely
One of the rallies is scheduled
imperative that they take action
to begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
that will get us back bito the
theater at Paducah Community
competitive mainstream. If we
College. We hope students,
dare procrastinate another two
parents, faculty staff, alumni
years, we may well be so far
and friends of higher education
behind that we never catch up.
will turn out in force to
conducted
study
of
the
In view
demonstrate support.
by the Senate Concurrent
Higher education can no
Resolution 30 interim legislative
longer afford simply to mark
committee and the Strategic
time in Kentucky. Adequate supPlan for Higher Education
port for our colleges and univerdeveloped by the Council on
Higher Education (CHE), sities and construction of the industry and technology buildlng
-- enough information should be in
at Murray State are sound and
hand for our legislators to assess
sensible investments that will
the needs and to address them
serve us well for many years to
responsibly.
come.
One need close to home - the
As the 60-day session of the
proposed industry and
Kentucky General Assembly
technology building at Murray
begins on Tuesday, we hope the
State University - has been
collective legislative mindset
recommended by the CHE as
will be a positive one of finding
the No. 1 capital construction
ways to do what needs to be done
priority in higher education. We
instead of looking for reasons
do take considerable encouragenot to do it.
ment in that.

'Smoke that cigarette'
The verdict by a Santa Barbara, Calif., jury in the
smoker case was like a breath
of fresh air in these days of
went and exortitant liability
decisions in the courts.
One member of the jury
said they agreed smoking is
harmful, but the jury stopped
short of ruling that John Galbraith was hopelessly addicted to tobacco and was killed
by it.
The jury didn't go so far as
to say Galbraith, who smoked
up to three packs a day for 54
years, was responsible for his
own death ' from heart and
lung disease at 69 — but the
inference was there.
It was a high-powered case.
On one side were 33 attorneys
and a host of public-relations
people representing the R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. On the

By Ken Wolf
Maybe the "back to basics"
movement in education needs to
start at the top - with our
"flagship" school, the University of Kentucky.
One local teacher recently
showed me a lesson from a correspondence course in high
school English prepared by the

University of Kentucky.
The lesson listed the eight parts
of speech as follows:
Noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, preposition, interjection, and
conjugation.
No, its not a misprint. They
really did say "conjugation."
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by mike royko

royko says

A lovely couple bound in love
•
The conversation at- the bar. kerosene heater when this young
shrugs and they come back.
• figure they're going to take
got around to Christmas trees. couple comes in and starts lookSomebody had mentioned how
.
one of the good trees after all.
ing at the trees.
"nut they go over to this one
muCh they cost today and what a
"I don't know 'em by name,
tree that had to be the most
pain in the neck it is to go out in
but I know they live down the
pathetic tree we hag. It, was a
thtf,lilltgettdill and shop around street in the basement of one of
scotch pine that was OK on one
' fl:Pr a good one.
the dumpiest three-flats in the
side,- but the other side was
"Nah," said Slats Orobnik. neighborhood.
missing about half the branches.
"There's nothing to it; not if you
"He's a skinny young guy with
"They ask me how much that
know what you're doing."
a big edam's apple and a small
one was. I told them that they'd
What makes..you an expert'
chin. Not much to look at. She's
have a hard time making it look
"I used to work in a tree lot
kind of pretty, but they're both
good, no matter how much tinselwhen I was a young guy," said
wearing clothes that look like
they put on it. But they could
Slats. "My uncle used to sell
they came out of the bottom bin
have it for a couple of bucks.
them in the vacant lot next to his
at the Salvation Army store.
"Then they picked up another
tavern. And that's when I learn"It's cold as a witch's toes, but
one that was damned near as
ed the secret."
neither of them have got on
pathetic. Same thing - full on
What secret?
gloves or heavy shoes. So it's
one side, but scraggly on the
"Tir secret of having the• easy to see that they're having
other.
most beautintl tree 'you ever
hard times with the paychecks.
"They asked how much for
saw."
"Wejl, they start lifting the
that one.I told them that it was a
That's easy. The secret is go
trees up and lobiting at 'ern and
out with a pocket full of money
walking around 'ern„ the way duece, too.
"So then she whispers
and spend what it takes to filly
people do_ They finally find one
something to him and he asks
the best tree.
that was pretty decent...Not . a
ine if I'll take $3 for the two of
Slats shook his head. "Uh-uh.
great tree. But it -wasn't bad.
them.
Money's not the. secret."
And they ask me the price.
So tell us the secret.
,"Well, what am I gojpg to do?
"It was about $8 or $9. They
"Awright. It was a long time
Nobody's going to buy those
don't say anything. Thek just
._
ago, maybe 30 years. I was
trees anywasdk so I told them
put-it down. '
they had a dal'',But I tell them,
the lot and it was the night
"They keep -looking Their
before Christmas eve, about a
must have looked at every tree 'What do you want with two
trielflii—
end a few dollars more
half hour before I was going to
in the lot. Like I said, there
close up. I hadn't seen a
weren't many that were any. and get yourself a nice tree.'
customer in two hours.
"She just smiled and said they
good. But every time I gave the
"I had maybe a couple of
wanted to try something.So they
price on a decent one, they just
dozen trees left, and most of'em
gave me the $3 and he carried
shocik their heads.
weren't much to look at. By the
one of them and she took the
"Finally, they thank me and
- time you • get that close to -walk away. But 'then they get other.
Christmas, they've been picked
-The next night. I happen toout on the sidewalk she says
over pretty good.
sofnething and they stand there, __ be walking past their building. I
"So I'm standing by the . talking for awhile. Then he look down at the window and I

looking back

can see a tree, I couldn't see it
all, but what there was looked
good.
"The lights are en, so I figure,
what the heck. I knock on the
door. They open it and I tell them I noticed the free and I was
just curious.
"They let me in. And I almost
fell over. There in this tiny
parlor was the most beautiful
tree I ever saw. It was so thick it
was almost like a bush. You'
couldn't see the trunk.
"They told me how they did it.
They took the two trees and
worked the trunks close together
so they touched where the branches were thin.
"Then they tied the trunks
togetherAvith wire. But when the
branches overlapped and came
together, it formed a -tree so
thick you couldn't see the wire.
It was like a tiny forest of its
own."The two of thetti looked so
happy with it that it made-me--,
feel good the rest of the week. •
"And thinking_pf those two orphan trees, which-would have
been tossed out if they hadn't
come along, made mg feel good,
too.
"So that's the secret. You take
two trees that aren't perfect,
that have flaws,that might even
be, homely,• that Maybe noljody
else would want.".
_Effitif you put them togelher
just right, you can come up with
something Peally beautiful. '
"Like two people. I gueSs."

kir-zags

Ten years ago
Blood River Baptist Association's Friendship International
House, which closed yesterday,
ministered to 32 young people
who came from 15 different
ounrieaand who attend college_ _
in 14 different places, according
to the Rev. Jerrell White of Murray and the Rev. Jerome Brown
of Calvert City, co-directors.

0L-)
40

Dr. and Mrs. Bill Collie of
Dayton, Ohio, have returned
home after attending an educational seminar in Russia. They
were at LaGuardia Airport, New
York, when a bomb was exploded, and were not allowed to get
their luggage. They also had to
transfer to Kennedy Airport to a
get a flight on home. Their
daughter, Paige, stayed with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
T.C. Collie of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Mason of Graves County while they were away.

other were lawyers for the
Galbraith family, led by the
king of torts, Melvin Belli.
The trial left the $60-billion
Paul Jerry Lee of Murray
tobacco industry with a clear Police Department will speak
record. It has never yet had to about "The Drug Problem" at a
pay damages in a health-relat- meeting of East Calloway
Elementary School Parented suit — even though there Teacher Club on Jan. 6.
are about 45 similar cases still
Twenty years ago
pending.
Members of Murray Police
Superior Court Judge Bruce
were sworn in by
Dodds at one point chastised DepartmentJake
Dunn on Dec.
City Judge
Belli for bringing the case to U. They are Brent Manning,
court without sufficient prepa- chief; James Brown, James
ration. Belli's comment was, Witherspoon, John M. Weeks
"We beat the 33 lawyers, but and O.D. Warren, sergeants;
we couldn't beat the judge, James M. Wells, Dale Spann,
Hoyt Wilson, Mozelle Phillips,
too."
William H. McDougal, Edward
We hope that more cases Knight, James Garland and
are decided in this manner. Alvin Farris, patrolmen.
Most of the time people_arp
"New year's festivities will
responsible for their.own at- not be over until the ladies get
tions. They should not be able the confetti out of their hairto shove the blame off On does," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by
somebody else.

thoughts in season
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NEW YORK(AP) — You have
to go back 20years or so to find
anything like the sense of wellbeing and confidence that is to
be found in economists' views as
the year ends.
• It is an oddity n a decade during which they have repeatedly
stressed the worst -- from oilprices and prices in general,
from interest rates,from budget
deficits, unemployment, corporate profits, consumer debt
and more.
"The picture that emerges is-one of an economy in little
danger of faltering in 1986,"
says Morgan Guaranty, seemJames C. Williams.
ing..-to paraphrase feelings so
Christian F. Dubia received
widespread that the exceptions
silver leafs designating his new
stand out in bold relief.
rank of lieutenant colonel in ArAmerican Express' Chilton
my. He is with ROTC at Murray
Thomson states that "equity inState College.
vestors face continuing profit
Births reported include a girl
growth. • predictable inflation,
to Airman 1st Class and Mrs. lower interest rates and increasV'ranklin Dale Maupin, Dec. 24,
ing liquidity."
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Economists who usually
Rhodes, Dec. 28.
worry about big budget deficits,
high interest rates and the huge
Thirty years ago
Keys Futrell of Almo was the amount of debt taken on by conwinner of a new Ford car given sumers seem to have muted
away on Dec. 24 by Ward- their feelings this year, as opposed to their year-ago forecasts
Elkins, Murray Supply Co., and
of recession.,
Thurman Furniture.
"We foresee no recesssion or
Dr. Henry Frank Paschall,
formerly of Calloway County, even a growth recession through
has been named as pastor of 1988," says George Perry and
First Baptist Church, Nashville, Walter Heller, economic adTenn. He was a former pastor of visers in the Kennedy adHazel Baptist Church at Hazel ministration, who produce an
and First Baptist Church at economic commentary for Na.• i.,jional City Bank of Minneapolis.
Bowling Green.
Donald Straszheim of Merrill
reported
at
births
Recent
Murray Hospital include a girl Lynch expresses confidence that
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson "the inflation Teti will not ex- and a girl to 21r.
Mrs. Henry ceed1.6 fieFcirter in 1986." And
Chilton ThomsorC_uf Anerican
James Sledd.
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Express believe, "equity inO.L. Cain Sr., gathered recently vestors face continuing profit
at their home- in Kirksey for _a growths predictable inflation,
family gathering. Present were lower interest rates and increasing liquidity."
46 persons.

ana

by john cunniff

business mirror

1986's exIngiverakhowever,
/
Fecta ions suggest- tliaT fe
engendered by the economic
upheavals of the 1970s, including
the surge in prices and interest
rates thaj,led to the big recession a 1981-1982, have been
shed.

Ae,A4

1
that -the u.
which comments
economy is still on shak
ground," nevertheless foresees
bright spots, such as "lower interest rates and superior investment -return from long-term,
higp-grade bonds."

by s.c. van curon

agree or not

FRANKFORT - If you don't
daily. Lest there be some
believe sorts is big bdsinels, challenge to .this 975 number,
follow the n_ewe_media,
LRC said while the drafting
--Sports seems to he the.chief numbers are up to above 1200
story of the media in this holiday that 300 of these spaces had been
season between Christmas and left blank for the governor's ofNew Years...everything in foot- pee, but only about 25 of those
ball from the upcoming- bowl have been drafted'. games to a hard look at the NCAA
A very large number of these
rules to their violations and the
bills will be introduced the first
temptations presented the
day, January 7, and piles will
amateur basketball or football follow on successive days.
For the last three or four sesplayer.
There N other important news, sions.the number introduced has
but it gets handled in the
ranged from about 1100 u.),vard
background or inside pages until
ession,
to a-total of 1740 last %this sports mania hiatus is over, counting both House and Senate
and sports gets relegated to its
Resolutions in with the bills.
proper place
the sports
House members introduced 1021
sections.
last session and the Senate hM
.People began receiving their
417 while combined they producincome tax return forms in the • ed 302 resolutions.
mail last Thursday which should
. -Out of-the 1021 bills introduced
give the average individual plenin the House in 1984, only 260
ty of time to study the rules
passed both Houses and out of the •
changes and see if the changes
417Senate bills, only 121 made It
have sai:ed him any money since
by both-branches to the gover.last year.
_
nor's office.
Another important situation to
Education it going to occupy a
be looking at up LTV about Midprominent role in legislative
April when your'Wome tax is
discussion as well as transportadue, is the Kentucky General
tion and human resources. These
Assembly which will begin its
are the three largest branches,of
session -that it scheduled to end
government
_April /5.
Also to be expected are several
Information that has come out
bills covering consumer affairs
of interim legislative committees
as well as spate of many bills that
'indicates that it is going to be a
are being pushed by private or
very
busy
session. The
public organizations. dealing
Legislative Research Commiswith everything from the ension already has drafted 925 bills
vironment- to kik' handliiig and
andotore requests areirning In
-labor.
•
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Pregnancy discussed
Pregnancy-related Caesarean delivery.
CHICAGO (AP) Risk of death ing women
Improved medical care deaths amon
es with Caesarean
creas
were
over
and
35
age
and-better education are
ry, Buehler said,
delive
lower
percent
likely reasons why the almost 50
sting that older
sugge
1974
from
than
1982
In
pregnancy -related
1978, the study women may turn to this
death rate for women through
delivery because of
said.
age 35 or older has been
possible physiological
rate
The mortality
cut nearly in half over
es with aging.
in
chang
n
wome
such
g
amon
the past several years,
ng women aged
"Amo
per
s
death
1982 was 24.2
researchers say.
or older, the
years
35
com,
births
live
0
100,00
"Although older
of matercause
ng
leadi
ge
avera
an
women will probably pared with
was obstetric
death
nal
0
100,00
per
s
death
47.5
continue to be at higher
s for 1974 hemorrhage (bleeding
risk of maternal death, live birth
the study caused by the pregnan1978,
gh
throu
recent trends ... should
cy),• followed by embe reassuring to said.
bolism (artery
younger women who are
The 1982 rate was blockage) and hypertenconsidering postpone- recorded by the Na- sive conditions (high
ment of pregnancy and tional Center for Health blood pressure)," said
to women aged 35 or Statistics. Researchers the researchers.
older who are con- said they figured the
"This is in contrast to
templating pregnancy," rates for 1974 through
the researchers said in 1978 by reviewing death younger women in
today's Journal of the certificates for preg- whom embolism and
American Medical nant women 31( years hypertensive conditions
were the leading causes
Association.
and older in all 50 states
that
of maternal death,"
Studies show
and the District of
they said.
older women having Columbia.
babies in recent years
nal
mater
8
1974-7
The
Black women had an
are generally better off mortality rate for
st four times
almo
than
economically
women 35 and older was higher risk of death than
younger women, Dr. about four times greater
women in the 35
James W. Buehler, who than the rate for women white
group, the
older
and
headed the study at the 20 through 34 years of
said.
study
CDC
se
Disea
for
Centers
age, said the
Also in that group,
Control, said in a researchers.
n in metropolitan
wome
view
inter
telephone
where medical
,
areas
wed
narro
gap
"That
Thursday.
were handier,
ces
servi
three
ely
ximat
appro
of
e
to
peopl
al,
"In gener
ly lower
slight
a
1982
had
the
in
e
lower education and in- to-on
rate for non-'
death
said.
er
Buehl
s,"
figure
morr
highe
have
come
In explaining the gap, abortion -related
tality rates," he said.
rchers said serious reasons than women in
resea
adion,
addit
"In
in- non-metropolitan areas,
vances in medical care complications from
ase but they had a slightly
probably have con- duced abortion incre
higher rate of abortionand
age
cing
advan
tributed to the decline," with
have
related deaths, the
n
wome
older
s
that
rcher
resea
CDC
the
of
researchers added.
s
rate
er
high
said.

Hospital report released
••••••••

'`• 1-

A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Jan. 2, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Thomas baby boy,
parents, Vicki and Karl,
1915 White Oak, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Yvette Bohannon, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Mrs. Stephanie
Watkins, 304% South
12th St., Murray;
Miss Sabrina Emerson, Rt. 2, Box 174A,
Murray; Rodney Emerson, Rt. 2, Box 174A,
Murray;
Raymond Kendall, 303

flrilthz
South Sixth St., Murray; 172, llieldrIle
rd;
Coneo
w
ss,Ve
Burge
Frank Fitch, 1666 Ryan
Rt. 6,
Lee,
rn
Wilbu
y;
Ave., Murra
Murray;
Mrs. Pamela Warren, Box 123,
, Rt. S.
Canon
y
Audre
y;
Murra
808,
Rt. 5, Box
y;
Murra
1025,
Box
Miss Bethanie Driver,
s Garland,
Glady
Mrs.
;
Hazel
iii,
Box
Vaughn, Rt.
Frank Kodman, 1503 co Shirley
Aubrey Steey;
2,
Murra
y;
Ivan
Murra
ale,
Glend
Earl Cooper, Rt. 1, Box lys_BLAJIW2_90-

shows
iipanese survey
ce in home'

ant Valley School
MEMBERS OF THE student body of Pleas
back row, Elna Simpleft,
from
are,
1926,
8,
Oct.
on
red
as pictu
Fitts, Hubert Bell,
son, Merle Reed, Rosene Steel, Cola
e Thomas, Resale
lArcil
as,
Thom
e
Gerti
Fitts,
Coast
teacher,
Thurman,Leland
Elvoa
man,
Thur
Elkins, Hafford West,Orva
e McDougal,
Castl
,
Steele
Clyde
ts,
Rober
Lubie
McDougal,
Troy Steele,
s,
Elkin
ond
Reyrn
Beauton Fitts, second row,
man, Mable
Thur
Ruble
son,
Thomp
son
Harri
as,
Marvin Thom
ie Steele,
Charl
son,
Jamer
e
McCage, Jonnie Kelley, Gerti
Thomas, Laverne
Annie
an,
Thurm
Hilda
Hart,
Ella
er,
teach
row, Clyde McThompson, Julie Hart, Audle Morton, third
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MOVIES IN
MURRAY

(BARGAIN MATINEES)
SEATS $2
SAT. E.

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

MURRAY THEATRES

ENDS SOON•DOWT MISS ITI

Steven Spielberg's
YOUNG SHERLOCK
HOLMES PG 13

They're back again.

ENDS SOON.SEE ITI

The Yezvel
'istiEpas 101.
ci the Nik E:3 DALMATIANS
,op
(1:30, 3:06) 7:110, Sall

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:10

ROCKY W)

21htfirs-71-ffa,
046111 THEATRE WORT
IVIW ARRIVALS

SYLVESTE R
STALLON E

MST ONE OP TIN GUY.
NETOI•PALE MISR

mon nee sm. it aat.1111UIL

Jesse K. Turner born

Coffee planned Sunday

R. Hardjakusurnah born

UMW meeting Tuesday

UMW meeting Monday

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
$425

trixtutirry*
COUNTRY- CRAFTg

$425

-1t1111)titfal
(1:1L

SUN. & NOM 1 P.M.-IS P.M.

WMU meeting Monday

Dental group will meet

1:30, 3:35) 7:10, 9:20

7:10, 9:20

DATEBOOK

Amanda D. Enoch born

I Cine II

CHEVY CHASE
DAN AYKROYD

CALLOWAY COUNTY
available daily.
Carter and
Calloway High
Robertson
ay - cripsy fish,
Mond
Monday - hamng hot dog with
footlO
e;
chees
d
grille
r,
burge
Tneeday Tuesday submarine;
ne,
barbecue pork; Wednes- lasag
- chicken
sday
Wedne
fish;
day - corn dog,
ham and
hot
pie,
pot
Thursday day Thurs
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chees
,
cheeseburger
y club
turke
,
salad
chuckwagon; Friday - taco
y Frida
ich;
sandw
and
chili w/cheese
chili.
,
chili
toes/
burri
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wich. Fruits, Ham
ers, pizza,
eburg
chees
vegetables, milk and
fruits,
bar,
d
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fruit juice are
, desserts
ables
veget
daily.
and drinks are available
-daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - hot ham
and cheese, burritoes/chili; Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Rex Enoch, Rt. 1, Hazel, and Mr.
hamburger, fried
and Mrs. Johnny Parker, Rt. 2, Murray. Greatsalmon pattie; Wednesgrandparents are Mrs. Beatrice Parker,
day - barbecue sandhave its
e Parker, Murray,
Bessi
will
h
,
Mrs.
Tenn.
Churc
st
ield,
Bapti
Mansf
First
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wich, fried chicken;
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The
9:30 a.m.
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h
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The
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In the
Monday
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Monday - chicken
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TOKYO (AP) - A -MT- annual year-end
public opinion survey • survey conducted by the
published today in- national daily
dicated that most newspaper Asahi Shim Japanese still believe a bun indicated that 60
woman's place is at percent believe it is
natural for men to work
home.
outside the home and
women to remain home
and raise the children.
Twenty-seven percent
of those surveyed
disagreed, and the rest
were undecided.
In a similar survey
five years ago, 72 percent of those questioned
said women should stay
home, and 20 percent
disagreed.
Almost two-thirds of
the 2,388 people who
responded said they
were in favor of more
women in supervisory
jobs, but only 23 percent
said they personally
would want to have a
wOman supervisor.
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Coming events are announced
Sunday. Jan. 5
of First Baptist Church
will begin at 6 p.m.
— — ——
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C.
Crisp will be honored on
65til wedding anniversar, with a potluck
meal following morning
worship service at Ternpie Hill United
Methodist Church. The
Show and Exposition couple requests that
Center. Admission will guests not bring gifts.
be $2.
Open ho- use at Critical
— — — —
Murray State Univer- Care Unit, second floor,
sity Racers will' play of Murray-Calloway
Kentucky State in a 7:30 County Hospital will be
p.m. basketball game_in__from noon to 4 p.m.
— ———
Racer Arena. AdmisRev. and Mrs. Toby
sion will be $5.
Schellingerhout will be
—— — —
Paris Chapter of honored at a coffee
Women's Aglow will following 10:45 a.m. sermeet at 9 a.m. in W.G. vice at First
Rhea Library, Paris, Presbyterian Church.
— ———
Tenn.
By CECILE BROWNSTONE
Monday,Jan.6
Associated Press Food Editor
— — ——
AA and Al-Anon will
Dance featuring
at
music by Expressway have closed meetings
Christian
First
at
p.m.
8
to
p.m.
8
will be from
For informamidnight by Murray Church.
753-0061,
call
tion
Moose Lodge.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
114 cups fresh mung
AA and Al-Anon will 753-7663.
—— ——
bean sprouts, rizised and meet at 8 p.m. at
Education
Higher
Legion
drained
American
2 tablespoons cor- Building, South Sixth Rally will be at 7:30
p.m. in theatre of
nstarch blended with 1 and Maple streets.
Community
Paducah
————
tablespoon soy sauce
4 cup chicken broth.
and 1/
Temple Hill Lodge College. For transportaIn a large skillet in the No. 276 Free and Ac- tion persons should be at
hot oil stir-fry carrots, .cepted Masons will Commerce Centre
celery, mushrooms, meet at 7 p.m. at lodge where vehicles will
leave at 6:15 p.m.
scallion and ginger over hall,
— — ——
moderate heat for a few
Murray State UniverSunday, Jan.5
minutes. Add pork, 1
Alcoholics sity Lady Racers will
cup broth and bean
sprouts; bring to a boil. Anonymous will have a play Southern Indiana
Simmer, covered, for a closed meeting at 4 p.m. in a basketball game at
minute or so. Add cor- in American Legion 7:30 p.m. in Racer
nstarch mixture and, Building, South Sixth Arena. Admission is
stirring constantly, cook and Maple Streets. For free.
————
until clear and thicken- Information call
Calloway'County High_
ed. Serve with rice and 753-0061, 762-3399 or
School graduating class
pass extra soy sauce. 753-7764.
of 1976 will meet to plan
Makes 4 servings.
January Bible Study a reunion at.t p,m. at
Repeated on request.

Friday, Jan. 3
Paris Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Avalon
Restaurant, Paris,
Tenn.
— — — —
Paducah Chapter of
- Al-Anon will '
AA and
Parents Without Partmeet at 8 p.m. at J.U. ners will meet at 8 p.m.
Kevil Center, South 10th in Irvin Cobb Hotel
Street Extended, Ballroom, Paducah. For
Mayfield.
Information call
— — — —
1-674-5886 or 1-554-3657.
Alford Chapter No.
445 Order of the Eastern
SatuRliT, Jan.4
West Kentucky Fur
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hikli at Takers will hold their
annual fur sale starting
Aurora.
at 9 a.m. at Julian Car.
—— ——
Friday, Jan. 3
Teachers Institute is
scheduled at Murray
High School
— — — —
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.

DINNER FARE
Egg Rolls, Chop Suey,
Rice, Melon and Tea
Chop Suer
1% tablespoon corn oil
% cup slivered pared
carrots
% cup thinly sliced
celery
% cup thinly sliced
hrooms
cup thinly sliced
—scallion
% teaspoon finely
chopped fresh ginger
1% cups cooked pork
strips
1 cup chicken broth

riT

Donaldson
defends his
interviewing •

Saturday,Jan.4
roll Exposition Center,
Graves County
Fairgrounds, Mayfield.
— — — —
Antique Tractor Pull,
sponsored by the West
Kentucky Antique Tractor Association, will
begin at 1 p.m. in West
Kentucky Livestock

RADNOR, -Pa. (API
— Television correspondent Sam Donaldson,
defending his aggressive Interviewing
techniques, says
"presidents like
reporters who get in
there and play."
"This president — he
was an actor — he likes
people with the knack,"
the ABC journalist said
in an interview • in the
Jan. 4 issue of TV Guide.
"I'm not advQcating
rudeness or impertinence for impertinence's sake," he said.
"but I'm far more worried about the reporters
who are either too
afraid or too disinclined
to ask questions and to
fight for answers than I
am about the reporters
whomay be
overzealous."
As for people who
don't think a president
should be questioned so
sharply, "I guess they
want a king or a pope,"
Donaldson said.

Stellar dessert

4.11.

NEW YORK (AP) —
For a stellar dessert to
commemorate the
return of Halley's Cornet, wine expert Aldq
Cella suggests an
"Extra Cellaestial
Cake," a white cake
flavored with cherries
and wine, decorated
with a comet sweeping
across the top

7

Quilting

4

SUE REISS' FOURTH
GRADE Si East
Calloway Elementary
School recently held an
old-fashioned quilting
bee. The class, in side
picture, participated in
piecing a square for the
quilt. Pictured above
are, from left, seated,
Dustin Kilgore, Angela
Noel, Sean Fletcher,
Vanessa Bucy, Christie
Edmonson, Ruth Ann
Ferguson, Kevin Bray,
standing, Jaiine Figg
and Mrs. Heiss as
students try their hand
in quilting.

Singer JahrliHy _4e suing club owner
'HOUSTON (Ali) — ing John Tkvolta.
Country-western singer
According to the suit,
Johnny Lee, who rose to the contract awards
fame in the movie "Ur- Gilley's owner Cryer 50
ban Cowboy," is suing a percent of all net innightclub owner for $15 come from Lee's entermillion over profits tainment services
made from the film and
other endeavors.
In the federal lawsuit
filed Thursday, Lee is
asking to be released
Danielle Cain of Dexfrom a contract he sign- ter observed her first
ed with Sherwood Cryer birthday on Wednesday,
in 1974 in the parking lot Jan. 1. She is the
of Gilley's nightclub.
daughter of Michael and
At the time, Lee was a Pamela Cain.
$225-a-week musician in
A party in her honor
singer Mickey Gilley's
band, the suit says. He was held on Sunday,
gained prominence with
"Urban Cowboy," filmed at Gilley's and starr-

through 1990 and gives
Cryer the option of extending the contract
through 2001.
Lee, whose hits from
the movie included
"Looking For Love,"

also is seeking the right
to his songs now held by
Points West Co., owned
by Cryer.
A publicist for Cryer
did not return phone
messages Thursday.

Danielle Cain feted, birthday

Cronyn, Tandy
in new play
NEW YORK (AP —
Hu m eiaf ronyn and
Jessica Tandy will
return to Broadway in
April in a new play by
Brian Clark, author of
"Whose Life is It
Anyway?" the Shubert
Organization says.
Cronyn, 74, and Miss
Tandy, 76, have been costarring in "Foxfire" at
the Ahmanson Theater
in Los Angeles, where
the actress collapsed
onstage last month. She
returned to the show
several days later.

Tomatoes
on increase
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP)
— Americans are eating
more tomatoes, with
_last year's per capita
consumption having increased by two pounds.
One reason is that they
know how to handle
them, accordings to a recent study commissioned by the Florida
Tomato Exchange.
More consumers are
leaving their tomatoes
at room temperature
and out of the
refrigerator,. the -study
showed. This allows the
tomato to turn deep red,
soften and develop more
flavor.
"There's no question
that tomatoes are playing a big part in the
changing eating habits
of many Americans,"
said Wayne Hawkins,
executive vice president
of the exchange. "They
provide what people are
looking for in fresh produce: good, year-round
availability and plenty
of nutrition."

Monday, Jan.6
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
— — — —
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 7
p.m. for aerobic
exercise.
—— — —
Local Chapter of
Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
— —— —
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
————
WMU of First Baptist
Church will have a
general meeting at 9:30
a.m.
————
Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
will meet at 10:30 a.m.
— — ——
January Bible Study
will start at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
——— —
Kentucky Barkley
Bass 'n Gals are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will met at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
— ———

Dec. 29, at the home of
her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth
Beasley of Canton.
Present for the party
were Danielle, her.
parents, her• brother,
Ryan Cain, 4; Mr. and
Mrs James Crutcher

and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Stutzman and son,
Nicholas, all of Paris.
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Crutcher and son, Scott,
Dover, Tenn.: Phyllis
Beasley ,and 'Roger
Ecoff, St. Louis, Mo.
•Wpsa.

YcLEARANcE
30% to 50% Off

Fall and Winter Merchandise
*Some Items Not Included .All Sales Final

408 S. 12th
Murray
12th St. is open!

Open 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
753-0005

Fashions for New Year
SWEATERY SPORTSWEAR — Slim, winter white and gray
angora/wool knit pants are topped with two olt this season's important sweater looks. Left, the warm greatcoat knitted in a
mosaic the tile pattern. Right, a cloud-patterned cardigan
sweater with a long shirttail edge in back, and a ribbed notch collar. (Both outfits by Cleopatra.)

COME TO THE

••••••••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL

••••••
Movie
ma Rentals for

$10

— Non-Members

Moyle
$
0 — Members
Rentals for
Pickup Friday bring back Monday

V.C.R. Rentals

=ELM
RENTAVSALES

$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week

CENTER

Your Professional Movie Store
Now has over 1800 movie titles
Open tll 8 Fri Open till 8 Set

200

•

f:2

NO.

753 6201

Critical Care Unit
Open House
Sunday, January 5, 1986
Noon to 4 o'clock
The Board of Commissioners and Staff of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital cordially
invite you to attend an open house to
celebrate the opening of the Critical Care Unit
located on Second Floor.

e

•

•
1019
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed On This Page
By USES. BILL HART. pastor.
ht&rtIo's(Impel. Good Shepherd
L'alSed Methodist Churches

contemporary religious thought
followed God's leading
to attend their clinic for
training in sharing
Christ with others. Permit me to take this opportunity to share with
you some of what I
wrote.
"I am writing to thank
you for an experience
that was more than a
program for my parish.
It was an equipping
ministry which has
begun with myself! I

Recently I was humbl- newsletter that is sent
ed by a call from the na- out by Dr. James Kentional headquarters of nedy, pastor of Coral
Evangelism Explosion Ridge Presbyterian
International with a re- Church in Ft. Lauderquest for me to write to dale, Fla.
They knew how I had
44,000 readers of a

WATERBEDS
111URRAT LOCATION CALL
CNESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING GENIE

PADUCAH LOCATION CALL
RI I HWY 60 W PADUCAH

444-9003 759-4522
• BEDROOM SUITES
• LAY Away a FINANCING
LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
• WE MOVE BEDS

have a new confidence
in speaking for Christ
without the security of a
pulpit to stand behind!
It all began the morning
your clinic closed when
during breakfast with
the wife of a Rabbi, she
asked me about "eternal life." This emphasis
in your training was the
perfect way to answer
the deep need being
acknowledged; as a
result, our breakfast

ended at 2 p.m., just in
time for me to get to the
airport for my flight
home.
As I took my seat on
the plane, I knew God
had given me another
'divine appointment.' A
young executive sitting
next to me had recently
moved to a beachfront
condo, having come
from California, and he
was attending a
Presbyterian Churc

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunda( School
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wednesday Worship

ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

INDEPENDENT

.v‘oodiCrafrei,,_

•

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
1130am
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
10 (Xi a.m
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship

INCsr
FOR THE MST OF TOUR LIFE

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsoma Hwy . Symeonia
9.45 &m.
Sunday School
Warn1.
Morning Worship
7 nn p rn
Wed Fvenuig

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

1 71 \
FIRST CHR,
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 46 a m
Morning Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLowsinP
10 30 a m
Worstup
9 93 a m
Bible School
600pm
Evening Service

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
7

t

METHODIST

PIZZA HUT

BETHEL UNITED
9.30 a. m
Morning Worship
HISS a.m
Sunday School
11:416 p.m
ind & Ith Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
16:10 a.1111.
Sunday School
11:01 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p m
1st & 3rd Sun Night
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 1st ik Bid Sunday.
10_00 a. m ard & Ith. Sunday School 10-00
a.m 1st k 1nd Sunday. 11:00 a.m. ard &
Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
9 CO
Winship Service
9 45
'
Sunday School
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11.00 am.. 4 00 p m
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
645 A 1010 a.m
Worship
GOOD SHEPHISID UNITED
11'Warn
Worship Service
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
1000 a.m.
Church School
11 '110 am.
Worship Service
- 6:02p.m.'
Evening Ser Wor
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10.00 a m
,
Sunday School
:00 am.
Morning Worship
KIRIOIEY UNITED
00 cm
18
Sunday School
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 Worn
Evening Worship

Try Our Personal
Pon Pizza For Lunch

12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

1
KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

753-2706

Bel-Air Shopping Center
•

Byron's Safe=t
Discount Pharmacy
Eseryday Lowest Prescription Prices

leyron Forbus, Pharmacist
lendale At Whitnell, Illehind Big John'el 753-4175
in

JCPenney

ALMO
10 00 a m
Bible Study
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
600pm
Worship
Evening
COLDWATER
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
COO p m
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10 00 a in
Bible Study
10- 45 a m
Morning Service
6 00 p.m
Evening Worship
7 30 p rn
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10 00 a m
Bible Study
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
7:00 pan.
Mid-Week Worship

Vegetables

APIIMories=s
THE SAWING PLACE —

South 12th Street
Southside Center

I Rap

753-8971 Snack
Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
753.1489.1105 Pogue
1'/. /Sodas East
of South 12th

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENOREE — PHARMACIST
753-2380
OLYMPIC PLAZA

MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10'00 a.m .
School
Sunday
11_00 a.m
Morning Worship ______
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
NEW CO/ICORD
10 50 a.m
Morning Service • •
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
am
11'00
Worship
Morning
6'00 p m
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worahlp

Worshie

GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 am.
Sunday School
10 45 am.
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Singing Eve Worship

-

and 410 p.m.

&ass caAria.
1116.m.
II:SO p.m

Warning Worship
Evening Worship

HAZEL BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
5 00 p m
Church Training
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
00 a m
10
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Service
pm
6
Evening Service

POPLAR SPRING
11 Warn
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 15 p m
Evening Worship

KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11 00• m
Morning Worship
7'30 p.m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m 6 606 p m
Preaching
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
1.1 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
ist Stmday
2 00 p m
.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 *ID a m
Sunday School
n 00 a m
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
OD a m
11
Morning WorshM
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m.
Preaching Serv
S Wrn
Nightly Sen-k-e

BETHEL utt tPEL
10:00 ant
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
1010 a.m
Sunday School
11 Warn.
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m
Wed Service
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Alin° Heights
1000 a m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 11O0 ern. k 700pm.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2Z6 Coldwater Rd
1041 a.m .7 00 p.m.
Sun Sec
7.00pm.
Wed Bible Study
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10.00 a m.
Sunday School
1150 a.m.
Morning Worship
7.00 pm
Sunday Evening
7:09 p.m.
Wed. Night
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
700 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10:/0 a.m.
Sunday Morning
1:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
lath at Calks:ay .
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 ain.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
Trinity Mission
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00•.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

SERVICES

SUGAR CREEK
II Warn
Morning Worship
1 45 p m
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST
10,00am
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
11,0 a m .
.
100 pm.
7:410

Farmer Ave & 17th St.. Murray
Sunday
11 CO a in
Sunday School
ii 00am!
Ind Wed
7 30 p m
RR Bid Wed.
12 004 66 m

ova

753 2540

-t

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
753-5742
J
Eastsidis Court Square — Downtown Murray
15•. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices

WELLS ELECTRIC
Mammy

MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

-•

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

753-4441

7536779

408 N.

4th
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass'
Auto Paint Material

753-4563

5125.12116

CABLE
VIS1SN

Try Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
759-9555
12th Street
Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST —
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
MS 16th St
11 CO a m
Sunday School
II 50 a rn
Sacrament Meet

Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center
inn

TERRY'S PAINT
111-0V & DECORATING CENTER

-LSouthside ShopAg Canter

THOROIBRED

Belcher Oil Co.

COMPUTIk
AND SOFTWARS SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA .MURRAY'753-7733

Phone 753-5012

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

ill KSI.FR

Dodge

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials

Plymouth

Bel Air Shopping Center

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
733-7114

HEATING L AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING•5HEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
1102 Chestnut
753-1101

753-5142

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'

701 MAIN
753-5273
4Sall

7$3-3329

Buck's Body Shop

PARKER
FORD, INC.

Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
COI is Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Wall & Floor CovarIng

, frit

Compliments Of

itzt
Kentucky Fria Ckicken

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY
753-5005

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

I

753-0440

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Bibles, Books. Cards, Music. Hvy y,94 East
sits, Children's Books, etc
753-1834

RANDY THORNTON

COMPLIMENTS OfF

402 N. 12th

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

r

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
- .0 1- —7-All You Can 10 Fish Dinners
437-4871
Hardin, Ky.

DIALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
7531300

HOLLAND DRUGS

"Your Only Full
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
753-2593
1417 Main

EPISCOPAL

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

LYNN GROVE ROAD

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Service

Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378..

759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

WALIMART

Rt I

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

501 N. 4th

' ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
8:00 a m
Holy Eucharist
915 a.m
Christian Education
10:30 a.m.
HoLy Eucharist

"N.M.

'••••-"-

Jimmy Lamb, Owner

UNIVERSITY
830 a.m.
First Worship
9 48 a.m
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Second Worship
p.m.
6:00
Worship
Evening
WEST MURRAY10 50 a m
MornIng Worship
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
WILLWLS CHAPEL
10:00 a m
Bible Study
—11 -00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Study
Bible
Eve
Wed

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

45 a m
11 OD a m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 50• m
Morning Worship
4 00 p m
Worship
Evening
7 00 p m
Wed Evening Ser

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m

ST JOHN

WEST FORK
Worship.,,,
Evit
WednesdarA
MornMg
Sunday

401 Olive • 753-5312

setoto STREET'
10 45 a M
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
SEVENTHS POPLAR
30 a m
Worship Service
9 45 a.m.
Bible Study
a m.
1040
Service
Worship
6 00 p m.
Evening Worship
730pm.
Wed Bible Study
Winter
7 00 p m Summer
UNION GROVE
10 50• mMorning Worship
6 00 pm
Evening Worship

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000 am
Sunday School
1160.7.10 p.m.
Worship Serv
7:30 p.m.
Service
Wed

SCOTTS GROVE
11:00 •.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
10-00a rn.
Sunday School
11 00 am.
Morning Worship
6 4.5 p m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Training Union

Morning Worship
Sunday School

Murray Electric Systen'1

S:46 a.m.

Compliments of

Teocher
Mar-Lane Ceramics Cert,f.ed
•Custom Orders
•SuciPlses
& Gift Shop
Murray

Hours: Tues. ar Thurs. 9:30 o.rn. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
10 -00 a in
Suoday School
11 00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
1.45 a.m
Worship
II 00 a m
Sunday School
GROVE
PLEASANT
SOL"TH
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m
Evening
ST•OftEY'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10.00 a.m
Morning WorsMp
11,00am
Sunday School
CHAPEL
WAYMEN
AME CHURCH
10:00 ern
Sunday School
11:00 a.m..
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

OAK GROVE

BLOOD RIVER
1 i 00• m
Morning Worahlp
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
wonthip CHERRY CORNER
10 am
Sunday School
11 a m
6p m
Church Training
7 p m
Worship
7p m
Wednesday
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
it 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 45 a m.
Sunday School
11 00 a m.
Morning Services
6 00 p m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p m
Wednesday Serv
10 CO cm
Sunday School
11 00 a m.
Worship Service
000171
Sunday Night
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 Warn
Sunday School
11 CO a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday Evening
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a_m
Morning Worship
6.45 p.m.
Evening Worthip
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9.30 a m
Sunday School
7 00 p m
10 46 aim
Worship
6 00 p m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
11 Warn
Morning Worship
pm
•
WorsM

Fresh Fruits
9-Mlbaly 'Barn

HICKORY GROVE -------cirRisT --CHURCH
10-00 11.111.
Sunday School
11,00 SM.
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
10'50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday k Wednesdays

BAPTIST

80
Appph Oiien AN Year

[

CHURCH OF CHRIST

753-4110

Murray

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
753-3822
719 S. 12th

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
ni
Wors?
Sat it 00 a da.

Sunday School &
Bible Class
Worship

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

GOLDEN
CORRAL

ADVENTISTS

PRESBYTERIAN

LYNN GROVE
9 45 a rr.
%Orsini. Service
10 45 a•in
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
5:10 am
Worship Service
10-10 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10116 antWorship
. 1100 a.m
Sunday School
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 1000 am Bid Sunday.
11.00a.m 401 Sunday. Sinday Sdxo110- W
am 1st 314-4h Sunday. 11 am inc
Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10-00 a ifilast Sunday k
11 OD 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 -00
am ist Sunday - 1000 a m 2nd, 3r4&

-4114*.i

205 N. 4th

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10-30 am
Bible Lecture

ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p m Sat
Sunda) Masses
8 OD a m Sunday
II 00 a m Sunda

ITRST PItE
Church School
6:30 a.m
Worship
10:45 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10110 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11 OD a m
Morning Worship
7 OD p m
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11.01/ a m,
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
10 OD a.m
School
Sunday
Worship Service 11 -00 a m & CIO p m

4s,

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

5 00 p m
I 00 a m

SatUrday
Sunday

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

(when in town.) Your
presentation revealed I
he was trusting in his
good works for salvation, yet he was more in- I
terested in hearing me I
than finishing his book, I
and he asked me to con- I
tinue. When I finally
confronted him with
making a decision to
receive Christ, he said
he understood, wanted
(Cont'd on page 7)

641 Super Shell

God Is Love

4

Open 6:30 a.m.-Clem 11:00 p.m.
Watley Open 8:00 a.m.-Gess 1000 p . m
See% 124 -Moss 753-9131

A or •

,24•9•1-T.

••••I
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••
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'
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Worship service will
follow at 7 p.m.
— — — —
University Church
Robin Wadley,
Hazel Brandon and
Hazel Baptist
will speak
minister,
Carol Kelly as accomT.
James
The Rev.
panists. Troy Garland Garland, pastor, will 'about "Preparing Our
will direct Children's speak at 11 a.m. and Minds For Action" with
from
Church at 11 a.m.
6:30 p.m. services at scripture
Nehemiah 2:1-10 at 8:30
Sunday School with Hazel Baptist Church.
Marty Futrell as direcGene Orr Miller wit and 10:50 a.m. services
tor will be at 10 a.m. and direct the music with at University Church of
Church Training with Gwyn Key and Oneida Christ. His six p.m.
Troy Garland as direc- White as accompanists. topic will)e "A Leader
tor will be at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School with From The Knees Up"
— ———
Brad White as director with scripture from
Goshen Methodist
will be at 9:45 a.m. and Nehemiah 1:1-11.
Directing the --song
The Rev. Don Church Training with
will be Ernie
service
will
pastor,
Faulkner,
Gary Raspberry as
speak at 11 a.m. service director will be at 5:30 Bailey with an _______—.nouncements by Robert
-at Goshen United p.m.
Hendon.
Methodist Church. Joe
—— ——
Assisting will be Tom Lawrence will be the lay
Lake-Land
assistant.
The Rev. James t.H. my Reid, Sherrill
Charles Proffitt will Cain, pastor, will pre- Gargus, Willard Ails,
direct the music with sent a lesson on the sub- Lloyd Hasty, Barry
Tracy Beach and ject, "Records, Past, Grogan, Mack Harris,
Carolyn Venable as Present and Future" in Dwain Taylor, Pete
accompanists.
10 a.m. service at Lake- Waldrop, Keith Hays,
• 'SwdaySehooIwill -- Land Apostolic Church. Joe West, Vernon Gantt.
at 10 a.m., AdIn the 6 p.m.- Bible Gary Taylor, Nick Horminitrative Council at studies, Dan Walker will ton, L.A. Rowland, Billy
Bible teach the third lesson Prit.chard, Gary
5:30
Study at 6:311p.m.
from the Gospel of John. Darnell, Wayne

Churches list services, music for Sunday
Various churches in
city and county have
released information
concerning services for
Sunday, Jan. 5, as
follows:
— — ——
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Stephen V.
Seaford, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and
7 p.m. services at
Memorial Baptist
Church. The ordinance
of The Lord's Supper
will be observed at the
evening service.
Mason Billington will
serve as deacon of the
week.
The Sanctuary Choir
will sing "God So Loved" at the morning
hour. Milton Gresham is
minister of music with
Margaret Wilkins and
Brenda Hart as
accompanists.
Sunday School will
start at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m.
First Methodist
The 10:50 a.m. service
of worship at First
United Methodist
Church will be a spcial
service based on a covenant service developed
by John Wesley and used by the early
Methodists.
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, minister, will
have a meditation based
on Luke 3:15-17, 21-22.
Thi Chancel Choir will
sing the anthem, "For
All the Saints," with
Paul Shahan as director
and Bea Farrell as
organist.

Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m.
— ———
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Grace Baptist Church.
LelandU _Peeler will
direct the Church Choir
as members sing "Born
To Serve The Lord" at
the morning hour.
Dwane Jones and Anita
S mith will be
accompanists.
Sunday School with
J ames Rose as
superintendent and
Regina Peeler and
Susan Jones as accompanists will start at 9:45
a.m.
— ———
South PleaWit
The Rev, Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak about
"It's Inventory Time"
with scripture from
Mark 6:30-42 at 10:45
a.m. service and about
"Spiritual Dryness"
with scripture from
Revelation 3:17 at 5:30
p.m. service at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Holy Communion will
be celebrated at the
morning service.
Truman Whitfield will
be choir director as the
Rev. Layne Shanklin as
evening song leader. Accompanists will be Joan
Cooper, Tommy Gaines
and Joyce Gordon. Also
assisting will be Emily
Valery Shelton,
Mr. and Mrs. Polk
Story, Steve Gordon,
James Rogers, Charles

Nesbitt and Gary
— -Cooper.
Sunday School will
start at 9:45 a.m.
—— — —
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout, pastor, will
speak about "Forgetting and Remembering" with scriptures
from Isaiah 43:18 and
Luke 22:19 at 10:45 a.m.
service at First
Presbyterian Church.
The Sacrament of Holy Communion win be
distributed during the
worship service. Daniel
Craig will direct the
music with Cynthia
S cribner as
accompanist.
Church School with
Eleonor Kodman as
super Fririn d
start at 9:30 a.m.
— ———
Russell's Chapel
The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, pastor, will
speak about "The Great
Question" with scripture from Matthew
16:13-18 at 9:45 a.m. ser-

vice at Russell's Chapel
United Methodist
Church.
Church School will be
at 10:45 a.m.
— ———
Palestine
"The Great Question"
with scriptute from
Matthew 16:13-1.8 will be
sermon by the Rev.
Marvin L. Napier,
pastor, at 11 a.m. service at Palestine United
Methodist Church.
Church School with.
Eugene Rudolph as
superintendent will be
at 10 a.m. The Palestine
Five will give the
special at worship service at 6 p.m.
————
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
"rinaireiT'lintor VIII
speak about "The
Marks of A Christian"
Part One, at 11 a.m. service at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. He will
bring Part Two at the
6:30 p.m. service.
Dan Hargrave will
direct the music with

observations

First president of PBS
dies follo-Vviirig illness
BOSTON (AP)..
Hartford N. Gunn Jr.,
the first president of the
Public Broadcasting
Service, died Thursday.
He was 59.
Gunn, who lived in Annapolis, Md., and Los
Angeles, died at
Massachusetts General
Hospital following a

long illness.
After 13 years at
WGBH in Boston, Gunn
in 1970 became the first
head of the Public
Broadcasting Service,
which represents public
television stations. He
left PBS in 1979 to be
general manager of
KCET in Los Angeles.

Second recipient doing
CINCINNATI(AP) — satisfactory on its own," ed a heart transplant
fl illie White, 57, said Dr. David Melvin, last week, received a
Hamilton, Ohio, was one of the four surgeons permanent pacemaker.
reported doing well who performed the Melvin said Ashcraft's
:Thuraday following his operation Wednesday. --heart rate has been
heart transplant
Meanwhile, Charles slowing at night and the
operation.
receiv- pacemaker will keep the
"His heart rhythm is Ascraft, 49, who

thought...
(Cont'd from page 6)
to, but was 'not ready'
at that time. As he left
me on his way to the ski
slopes of Vail, I could
see two desires had been
in conflict; however only one could win out!
Joshua said, "Choose
you this day whom you
will serve..."
"Two weeks later, I
found my third 'divine
appointment' in the conference room of a nearby State Park lodge.
During the lunch hour of
a clergy seminar, I stopped an employee to ask
him something, and
after 30 minutes of
presenting Christ, he

was asking me to come
to his house that night so
he could be with his wife
and young son. They
had been praying for
him to 'get saved' and
start going to their Baptist Church. That
meeting was one I will
never forget as his earthly family knelt beside
him and he prayed to
enter our 'forever
family!'
"Truly, 'God so loved
the WORLD' that He
sent us out to Jew and
Gentile; to the satisfied
with religion, as well as
the prodigal eagerly
serching for The Way
'home.' The hungry
hearts are in all

rate within acceptable
lirhits.
Doctors are beginning
to discuss sending
Ashcraft home to Cold
Spring, Ky., the surgeon
said.

denominations.. While of professions of faith."
I am especially
still at the clinic I obtained a box of thankful for Tom Moody
materials to share with on the staff of First Bapother ministers in my tist Church here in Murdenomination. They ray for encouraging me
h ave now been to attend a clinic. In this
distributed at district new year, 1986, may we
and conference retreats all find ourselves exhor— one an evangelism! ting and praying for one
The interest has been so another "...to seek and
encouraging! I have to save that which is
found United Methodists lost," as Jesus said. It is
across our country in- "The Great Commisterested in or already sion." Don't wait to find
successfully using your the perfect presentavisitation program. Its tion. As you use the
effectiveness at one method most conforChurch in Palm Beach table for you, through
has brough acclaim the fears and failures,
r o m our entire you will find that God
Southeast Jurisdiction tras rewards for the
for the highest number faithful who follow Him.

by lochie hart
On Dec. za just two
days before 1986 came
an invitation to attend
The National Women's
Political Caucus. It was
"The Good Guys Award
Dinner" scheduled for
Oct. 23, 1985, in the L'enf a,n t Plaza Hotel,
Washington, D.C., with
the reception from 6 to
7:30 p.m. The dinner
and awards ceremony
was to follow.
In the list of Good
Guys, all selected for
their promotion of
women's rights, is Murray's son, John Mack
Carter, editor-in-chief of
Good Housekeeping.
Others included were
Alan Aida, Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley,
Pat Caddell, San Antonio Mayor Henry
Cisneros, Phil Donahue,
Congressman Don Edwards, Stewart Mott,
Ralph G. Neas, Sen. Bob
Packwood, Bob Squier
and Garry Trudeau. A
fancy group — all pulling for women's rights.
remember being a
guest in a home in
Adelaide, Australia,
when John Mack's
mother, Martha Carter,
Juliet Hart, her sister
Mary Bordeau, and I
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Williams and Tony
Thompson.
Bible classes will
start at 9:45 a.m.
——
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak at
10:45 a.m. service at
First Baptist Church.
He will begin a Bible
study from Hebrews at 7
p.m. service.
R.P. Hodge, minister
of youth/education, the
Rev. G.T. Moody,
associate pastor, and
Glen Grogan, deacon of
the week, will assist.
Wayne Halley,
minister of music, will
direct the Adult Choir as
members sing "Here
Am I, Send Me" at the
morning hour. Joan
Bowker and Allene
Kni4ght w.i, 1 1 be
accompanists.
Sunday School will
start at 9:30 a.m. with
January Bible Study at 6
p.m. and Deacons
meeting at 8 p.m.
——— —

a.

Higher Education in in- by Tappan, the plant in
terest of the future Murray that he supereducation of Kentucky vised. He demonstrated
In his home one New
students.
t*r. Kalai Stroup, Year's Eve. He also
p sident of Murray played the piano for the
State, spoke over a local group singing. He and
radio staticin this morn- his wife, Kathryn, were
ing, Jan. 2, concerning wonderful host and
this issue. She urged all hostess. Uh! That wasinterested to attend a 20 and more years ago
meeting Monday at 7:30 before the Country Club
were attending a church p.m. in Paducah Com- was built. This New
convention in that city. munity College Theatre. Year's Eve we spent at
Sitting before an open beit this meeting there home watching the old
fire, having a midnight are seven other year die and the new one
snack and watching TV, legislators throughout* come, by TV. — happy
the world news showed the state to be informed and content. It's amazJohn Mackin his office, of the needs of the ing what the years do to
surrounded by a delega- education needs before one's ambitions.
• • •
tion of women pro- they begin the 1986 KenWith Goldie Cole's
testing the lack of tucky General
death (Mrs. Vernon)
women's rights. That Assembly, Jan. 7. '
this past week, I lost
was way back when
demonstrations first. __Coming_wi
th the New friend — one that I ad
__
started. Our hostess was Year is the microwave mired for her 96 years of
impressed that Mar- that daughter and hus- good living and a joyful
tha's son was the news band brought when they outlook. She died sudsubject. And our four- came to help me get denly in her home, sitsome was thrilled.
started on the 1986 ting in her favorite chair
joy invitation
__routine and share the — just she and her
tighter, Mrs.
aCame two months late daily routines. All faithful—
intentionally. My guess seems natural and good. Allie Underwood, were
is that he knew I kept up But the micro is too fast there.
• • •
with his doings and he for me. When I used to
Quoting from John
wanted me to know of bake a potato nearly an
his honor. His first jour- hour, the micro does it Mack's G.H. "The Way
nalism assignment was in six minutes. I can We Are" by Lois Wye,
by me, then editor of barely turn my back un- my favorite writer, I
The Ledger & Times, til the "ting" sounds and wish all you the best
when he was a student the potato is "plum year ever:
1986
at Murray State. Keep dun." Cooking is no pro"The winds of change
remembering me, John blem with this addition
Mack.
to my kitchen. The pro- move in mystic patterns
• • •
Across the landscape
blem is wanting to cook
A bulletin from Donna and deciding what I of our lives.
A new year is but an
Herndon's Office of want to eat. It's easier
Alumni Affairs this to go out and make the artificial change;
The real change is in
week urges us to contact selection there.
our legislators and atThe first microwave I the calendar of the
tend one of the rallies knew was one that heart.
And there, my love,
being sponsored by the Verne Kyle put in his
Kentucky Advocates for home here. It was made you'll find no change."

,

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S

Fantastic
ml
MONTH

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

THIS
Look and feel
ONLY
fantastic when our
Reg,$215°
professional and attentive
haircare specialists give you
our high quality, salon-perm featurin'g Helene Curtis
products - all at a Fantastic price!

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION COURSES
For 1986 Spring Semester
SUBJECT
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
"Faces of Culture"
Introduction to Business
"The Business File"
Introduction to Computers
"Thili New Literacy"
Workshop in Education
"Dealing in Discipline"
Personal Health
"Here's to Your Health"
Introduction to Sociology
"Focus on Society"

Ilr

OWNED & OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON.-SAT
(9.7 THURS.)
iti
onr
41111•1

To register for TV classes as well as Correspondence Courses, contact the Center for
Continuing Education, Sparks Hall, 762-4150.
Deadline for registering for a KET course is prior
to January 15, 1986.

kitt.
A ACISTURE
ClUCRIENL
1.11C•11111111AZ•MII CAM

Fantastic Sam's
2608 Park Ave
Poduccih, Ky. 42001

cFaiLtastic
Sant's

Fantastic Sam's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.-42071
753-0542 /

4424316
The original family haircutters:

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HA1RCUTTERS:
-- •

•

-

_

_

..0

•

61.41.1
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Controversial anti-smoking law is causing confusion
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Cincinnati's controversial anti-smoking law is
officially on the books
but isn't being enforced,
causing confusion in
business offices and
restaurants.
The Cincinnati Board
of Health enacted the
law in October and
decreed that it would
take effect Jan. 1. But at
the request of four of the
nine-member City Council, the health board

postponed enforcement
of the ordinance until
July 1.
"There is a lot of confusion. It was a bad
move," Harvey Hufnagel, director of environmental services
for the city health
department, said
Thursday.
The law says smoking
is a public nuisance and
a health hazard. It
restricts smoking
designated areas in

locations including sentence would likely be
private offices, 90 days, Hufnagel said.
"We didn't know how
restaurants, hospitals,
to
separate smoking
concert
taxis, buses,
halls, swimming pools, bowlers from nonelevators and libraries. smoking bowlers," he
Bars and bowling alleys said.
Hufnagel thinks the
are exempt.
Those convicted could ordinance will be a
be fined up to $100 for regional model.
"We've had a lot of infirst violations and jailfrom other
quiries
sea
with
ed if charged
cond offense. The fines governmental areas,"
endjaii terms are left to he said. "I think it's goa judge's discretion, but ing to expand well
the maximum jail beyond Cincinnati."

Pauline Sutton, executive director of the
Greater Cincinnati
Restaurant Association,
said her group is sending letters to member
restaurants and communicating with the
Cincinnati Board of
Health.
"As far as having any
bad feedback from our
members, we're not,
because they know that
It's law and they have to
do it," Ms. Sutton said.

a red flag," Igiken said.
Mayor Charles J. locating in the city.
Cincinnati is the only "We're going to have to
Luken acknowledged
that the change is likely community in its area, be flexible for the next
to confuse Cincinnati's which includes northern six months or a year in
Kentucky and enforcing this thing, and
businesses.
"If I had a business, southeastern Indiana, to work with businesses in
I'd be confused," Luken have such a law.
such a way to avoid sen"When you have any
said. "I think we're gosignal to
ing about it in such a kind of regulation that's ding the wrong
prospective
way that we don't not regional in its aplly employers."
needlessly penalize plicatinr
people."
Former President Gerald Ford made himself
Luken said he is concerned that the or- available for the Republican presidential
dinance could keep nomination in 1980, saying Ronald Reagan was
businesses from "too conservative."
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Black Rhinoceros'
making a comeback
from endangered list
I have been getting
some very good reports
on crappie fishing Kentucky lake this week.
Jim Hays and _a buddy
of his (I forgot his
name) used the
southern pro jigs on
telescopic poles and
caught 30 very nice
crappie.
They were working
them the same way you
do a spider rig at about
20 feet against the sides
of the drops because the
crappie wouldn't take a
minnow!
A gentleman from
Missouri, who buys gas
from us, reported a
catch of 300 in four days,
taken in the blood river
area.
They have been using
minnows and found the
fish to be gradually
moving from the tops of
the ledges to the deeper
sides down to 22 feet.
Many •cisf them have
been weighing over two
pounds with the largest
being two pounds seven
ounces, which was
taken Monday or
Tuesday.
My brother Dale, was
here from New Mexico
for a few days and we
thought we might be
able to hang a bass or
two while the sun was
shining. Joletta wanted
to go along so we launched at Kenlake and
worked our way south
along the west bank trying to get out of the
wind. We threw shadrap
rapala's and 1/2 ounce
rowitertall spinners for
about three hours
without a strike!

By SPORTS AFIELD
A Hearst Magazine
The endangered black rhinoceros may have
found a new home on the range in Texas.
Poaching, drought and the shrinking habitat .._
have put the black rhinoceros on the list of en-'
dangered species, according to an article in the
January issue of Sports Afield, and four rhinos
have been brought to Texas to form a breeding
herd in case something catastrophic happens to
the
African'animal.
STEVE CATHEY AkD HIS son, Brandon, both
Game Conservation International brought the
harvested a deer on Dec. 21 in Tennessee. Bran•
rhinos to southern Texas in 1984, and they are
don's deer weighed 120 pounds with an 8 point
currently expecting a rhino blessed event.
rack. Steve's deer weighed 105 pounds with a 6
Africa is the prime home of the rhinoceros,
point rack.
although they are found elsewhere. There are
about 700 rhinos left in India and Nepal, and a
few dozen survive in Java and Sumatra.
In Africa, the rhino situation has changed
dramatically. A few decades ago, the white rhino
PUT-IN-BAY, Ohio chery, Riddle and his was an endangered species; the black rhino was
(AP) — Every time assistant and former not. Now the reverse is true; the white rhino is
tourists look into a wife, Sue Riddle, never off the endangered list, only to be replaced by the
swarm of fish at the lost a significant black.
The black and white rhinos are two distinct
state hatchery here, the number of fish, he said.
The first hatchery on species, although they share a bad temper that
fish stop growing.
But the sacrifice in South Bass Island was makes them take issue with anything that conabout a quarter built in 1893, according fronts them — man, animal, jeep or truck.
size,
during the fall
Paul Grogan and Jerry Manpin with a 20 pound Salmon taken
each time to state records. The
inch
Both black and white rhinos are grey in color.
spawning run of upper Michigan rivers by Grogan.
sightseers peer into the present building, open- The "white" rhino's name is a corruption of the
display tank, is worth ed in 1913, is the third.
Afrikaans word for wide, referring to the rhino's
The hatchery has rais- large mouth. Black apparently just means the
public relations
the
cylife
their
complete
to
of
edge
the
from
away
a
to
switched
I finally
value, says superinten- ed salmon, walleye and opposite of white.
pig and jig combo and the drop and they were cle and you should see
trout, all by similar
Steve Riddle.
The black rhino is smaller — a bull weighs
dent
missed one good fish 20-25 feet down in 30 feet some of the pictures
"The fish are so upset methods.
a ton, compared to twice that for a white
about
made!
have
they
because I wasn't paying of water.
the
December,
Each
I'm
that
people
the
by
bull.
Paul has been stoppWe didn't have any
attention.
going to lose one-half of state delivers fish eggs
Black rhino populations have virtually disapThere was quite a lot minnows along so we ing by the station and their growth e.ver,y to the hatchery, where
from many African countries, and the
peared
of skim ice in the bays bounced jigs around for telling me about how big month," he said.
they are put in large Rhino Study Group of the International Union for
how
and
are
Salmon
the
so we were more or less a few minutes without
He learned last spring jars. Water flows the Conservation of Nature "guesstimates" their
forced to fish the deep success. After hanging a much fun it is to catch how his fish have cap- through the jars at
numbers at from 10,000 to 15,000, down 5,009from
me
bring
said
I
so
them,
to
points on the main lake. few stumps we came
the rate it flows in previous estimates.
about
fancy.
public
tured
Even out there the a mutual agreement some pictures!
When the Ohio. Division streams where the fish - Hunting for liack rhinos is not permitted, but
He did__ better
water temperature wash and headed -for- the
Wildlife closed his will eventually live;
of
hunting for wlAe rhinos is allowed under very
holding on a steady 38 house to watch a that, he brought me a 20 hatchery, politicians
After they hatch, the controlled conditions.
made
even
and
pounder
ballgame!
degrees.
were besieged by angry fish are put in concrete
White rhinos don't test the skills of the sport
Paul Grogan and his a picture, with me helpWe finally noticed the
sportsmen and tourism tanks that run the length hunter — just his pocketbook. In a typical operaa
was
It
it!
hold
to
ing
have
water level was falling wife Charlotte
of the hatchery. They tion, the trophy animal is hunted in a fenced
officials.
and moved on out into been going to northern beautiful fish and tasted
The closing was in- are weighed and enclosure. The trophy fee for a white bull is
looked.
it
as
good
_as
the main lake to check a Michigan for a number
counted frequently to about $5,000. In most instances the outfitter rePaul, thanks for sitar- tended to save some
of years to fish for
dropoff for crappie.
monitor growth, and are quires a fee of $500 to $700 a day based on a setoperating
in
$100,000
Using my—locator—I-- spawning Salmon. They Ang the fish and the exa mixture of fish length hunt — whether it takes arr hour or a week
fed
brought
it
but
Costs,
me!
found huge schools work the•shallow rivers , perience with
and soybeans.
meal
letdozen
a
than
more
to down a bull.
Happy Fishing!
suspended 8-10 feet • where the "big" ones go
In September or Octers to the office of
Poaching and habitat loss are the prime
Senate president Paul tober the fish reach a culprits in the declining black rhino population.
Gillmor, along with a length of 4 to 5 inches
"The most immediate need is for antipoaching
flood of calls to other and are transferred in efforts," said Dr. Kes Hillman, a member of the
buckets to larger IUCN Rhino Study Group. "We must make sure
state officials.
tanks where we have enough conservation sanctuaries. More
fiberglass
until
idea
no
had
"I
TA*,• -4.20
they stay until they are research is needed. Education of the public is
how
year
last
this
is
behavior
"Animal
zoos
there
from
said
Nielsen
that escape
" By SPORTS AFIELD
was," says transferred to streams vital. And most important of all is to stop the
were relatively few peo- another important con- popular it
and circuses.
A Hearst Magazine
closed the in the spring.
"We
Riddle.
trade in rhino horns."
have
you
If
trainsideration.
of
States
"In the hands
ple in the United
Wildlife researchers
—
The setup is
Saturday
on
doors
Hillman said the trade in rhino horn powder,
elephant,
baby
a
dart
to
to
ians,
the
expertise
had
who.
technic
ed
are
managers
and
the first of monitored electronical- believed by many Orientals to be an aphrodisiac,
was
that
betyou'd
example,
for
safely.
subdue animals
shooting animals in in- chemical immobiliza
June — and on the third ly, and alarms sound if was shrinking — in part because many Chinese
creasing numbers — not tion of wildlife is one of Most of them specialize ter dart the mother
oxygen or water flow is had heard of the rhino shortage and suspected
we were back open."
will
she
because
first,
two
tools
in only one or
with bullets to kill, but the most valuable
disrupted. All the fish they were not getting the real thing.
a
Riddle,
that
Now
with themically treated available to wildlife species. His specialty is defend her baby to the
man would die in about 45
friendly
stocky,
"Despite the odds stacked against the rhino,"
the
death.
the white tailed deer,
darts that immobilize biologists around
a
conswithout
minutes
to
enjoy
seems
who
Gresham wrote in Sports Afield, "there are
Grits
"Lions, on the other
world," said Leon although the first
them.
tourist visits, believes tant supply of both ox- many competent wildlife professionals in
if
dart
to
easy
are
exhand,
animal he ever imThe poisoned dart of Nielsen, a leading
the 92-year-old hatchery ygen and water, Riddle America and Africa who are dedicated to ensurprimitive peoples has pert on the beneficial mobilized was a Cana- you do it after they have is free from threat of said. Up to 1,700 gallons
ing its survival. Millions of dollars have been
they
know
you
If
eaten.
become a sophisticated uses of chemical dian bear.
of water per minute flow raised for this purpose. Much good has been
back
gone
he's
closure,
"I realized that it make their kills during
tool of modern science, immobilization.
to the round-theclock through the tanks. It done. Only the future will tell whether or not it's
"Over the last 30 gave man the ability to early morning or evenaccording to an article
from one of three enough."
-to task of nurturing 150,000 comes
in the November issue years, the technology in put down, but not harm, ing, you know when
is filtered and
wells,
in
stocked
be
to
trout
them.
of Sports Afield, as this field has literally the largest, and poten- go after
kept at 52-58 degrees
Ohio streams.
"Polar bears are the
wildlife managers, grown from a primitive tially the most
"It's like taking care Fahrenheit.
to
animals
biologists and animal hunting form to a highly dangerous, land most risky
Each batch of fish is
of a bunch of little
control officers increas- sophisticated scientific animals through the use immobilize simply babies, because they're worth about $200,000 and
no
have
ingly turn to chemical procedure. Today, there of a tiny dart," he said. because they
very delicate and you costs about $65,000 to
Today's almost fear of humans, plus
immobilization in their is no excuse for any
hurt them very easi- raise. The program is
can
weightless plastic darts they seek water after
animal mortality.
work.
Riddle said. "And paid for by revenues
ly,"
"On the other hand, carry electronic track- being darted. This there's a lot of mess to from state fishing
The technique is used
to implant radio devices there are many ing devices and require raises the possibility of clean up day after day licenses.
for tracking, to mark misconceptions about an expert to use them their drowning."
The fish are also
• after day.
The proper use of
,wkidlife for the use of this tool. properly.
"Basically it's kind of threatened by light —
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
"You have to know chemical immobiliza- like an art. You learn by they get sunburned —
surveillance, to relocate Books, movies and parHarrison
George
to
tion,
have
where
and
how
television
ticularly
threatened
well
as
and
disease,
rare
mistakes and hopefully and by
Trimming, Complete,, Reeeval,
species and to treat sick made it look easy and deliver the injection, summed up in his Sports not to the point of hur- as overexposure to
0 Pesticide Treatment, Sergery,
glamorous to im- how to care for the Afield article, requires ting any fish. The most human curiosity.
and injured animals.
Whitewash on win- 0 Seasoned Firewood.
It is also used to con- mobilize animals. animal after it is im- knowing the biology and Important part of it is
trol stray dogs and other Because of that, many mobilized, and how to behavior of the animals, being very conscien- dows of the hatchery
*Fully Insured
domestic animals, as untrained people have reverse the effects of the proper drugs to use tious and caring about prevents sunburn. Late
and
species,
specific
have
on
and
set
it
you
when
drug
used
the
animals
critical
is
the
summer
well as wild
E.E.E.E.E.*A.A.AAAAAAAAILEA.E.E.E.E.E.Y.'
the fish."
that enter the city and destroyed valuable the animal free," the correct use of the
In 10 years at the hat- time to prevent disease.
e•uipment
large exotic animals animals in the process." Nielsen said, adding:
::
,
..: EA.A.A.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.EAAAILEA.E.
"
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Newton proud of progress
made by Racers in 1985;
• year
team braces for new

11.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
- A college education
can be obtained in many
places besides the
classroom.
Murray State's Racer
basketball team is learning that homework
completed in the school
of hard knocks doesn't
always assure a passing
grade, but MSU coach
Steve Newton is pleased
with his team's progress
so far.
"We've made a lot of
strides in '85," Newton
said, recalling his
team's 7-4 start in his
first head coaching
season.
"We've had some high
highs like holding
Evansville to only 34
points and we've had
some low lows like the
loss at New Orleans
(103-67). In all, though,
we've been pleased with
the way we've been
playing and we're about
where I expected us to
be in this stage of a
rebuilding year,"
Newton said 'Thursday
after the first of two
team practices.
• The Racers rocketed
to a 7-2 start in 1985,
matching the pace set
by last year's 19-9 team.
For Nel.vtoh and his
coaching staff, the start
was a pleasant surprise,
but the celebration was
cut short by losses at
Memphis State and the
disaster at New

Orleans. Both opponents, as Newton
points out, are highmajor teams in the Division I system. Murray
State, in Newton's
estimation, is a midmajor competitor.
"When you look at it
that way," Newton said,
"we did a good job
holding Memphis State,
the No.10 team in the nation, to 10 points less
than their scoring
average. We also beat
four teams in our midmajor range in Eastern
Kentucky, Evansville,
Bowling Green and
Southern Illinois. All in
all we can't be tort upset
with losses to teams like
Utah State, Alabama,
Memphis and New
Orleans."
The Racer coach said
he wasn't going to make
excuses for his feam's
lopsided loss at New
Orleans, but the squad
has been playing like its
composition - untested,
inexperienced and
unpredictable.
"Our inconsistency Is
a sign of an inexperienced team. We start and
play several freshmen
against some tough
competition," Newton
noted. "But our
freshmen are nearly
sophomores now and
they are getting ready
to come around.
"We've had some
very good practices this
week and our guys are

very responsive to what
we're trying to do.
We've added another offense this week ... we've
pretty much had to
spoon feed them a little
at a time to get them used to the system here."
The Racers will have
to absorb the MSU
lessons in record time,
however, because after
Saturday's home game
against Kentucky State,
the Racers run smack
into Western Kentucky
(Jan.6), Middle Tennessee (Jan.11) and
Tennessee Tech
(Jan.13) all on the road.
"We'll be tested on the
road, that's for sure,"
Newton said. "The next
three teams we play on
the road are awesome."
The one thing that
bothers the MSU mentor
about this group of
Racers is their tendency'
to be reactors rather
than catalysts.
"It's another sign of
our immaturity,"
Newton said. "Our guys
tend to be reactionaries.
They don't have that
killer instinct. They get
down by 17 before snapping back (to beat
Eastern, 63-61). But, it's
all a part of growing up
as a team," Newton
said.
Saturday the Racers
will alter their lineup for
Kentucky State,
because junior college
transfer Derrick
Flowers has re-earned a

RACER 'D'
starting position.
After being a starter
for three games,
Flowers was replaced
by Curtis Davis, returning from a knee injury.
Flowers has moved
back into the lineup as a
starter after con -

Murray State will be looking for its first win in 1986 when the Racers host Kentucky State on Saturday.
Pictured here, the Racers (dark jerseys) display defensive tactics which held Memphis State, the No.10
_team in the_nation, to 10 points fewer
than its average in a game played Dec. 23.
_
Photo by Chris Evans
tributing -3.3 points and
two rebounds in each of
the 11 MSU games this
season.
Newton said Flowers
worked hard to rejoin
the starting five which
is a reflection of the entire team's work ethic.

"They all work very once," Newton said.
hard, in practice as well "We're still very
as the games, which is positive about--thisall anyone can ask of team's future."
them. Sure they're goAlong with Flowers in
ing to make mistakes, the starting lineup
but only the foolish ones Saturday will be Chuck
will make the same Glass, averaging 17
mistakes more than points, 7.6 rebounds and

&Amen' victory, Miami loss Makes last poll simple
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Now that was easy, wasn't it?
If No. 1 loses its bowl game and No. 2 loses its
bowl game and No. 4 loses its bowl game, who
does that leave as college football's national
champion?
Why No. 3, of course.
The annual final-poll puzzle became a simple
matter for the voters when Penn State, Miami
and Iowa, powerhouses during the regular
season, all turned up distinctly mortal on New
Year's Day, succumbing quietly and yielding the
national championship to Oklahoma.
In a way, it was a little sad, because the bowl
results robbed the final Associated Press poll of
any suspense, any tension, any controversy.
Except for a couple of mavericks who
courageously awarded their first place votes to
Michigan and Tennessee, the Sooners were the
unanimous and hardly unexpected champion-.
ship choice.
How much better it would have been if No. 2

8.6%
For 1986

A.P.R.

Special Sale
January Only
Any Used Car on Lot 8.6%
A.P.R. With Approved Credit
85 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham
4 Dr (used only 5 mos.)
85 Mercury Grand MarquiltS
4 DR - LIKE NEW!!
84 Continental Mark VII
2 DR (Local Car)
84 Honda Atcord LX
4 DR - Loaded - Low Mileage
85 Toyota Tercel Station Wagon
w/Automatic Transmission
84 Buick Regal Limited
Loaded - LIKE NEW!!
84 Mercury Topaz
4 DR - 4 Cy. - Automatic Transmission
83 Olds Regency
4 DR - Fully Equipped
83 Toyota Camry
4 DR - 5 Speed Std.
84 Mazda Pickup
84 Dodge Ram Pickup
•ALL UNITS LOCAL AREA TRADE-INS
•Other Cars and Trucks
to Select From
•CASH REBATE ON CASH PURCHASES
YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

HATCHER TOYOTA,
LINCOLN-MERCURY
515 SOUTH 12TH STREIT
MURRAY, KIINTUCKY 42071
(502) 753-4161

Miami, owners of an early season victory over
win the Sugar
Oklahoma, had the good sense
Bowl in New Orleans, instead of vanishing
somewhere between Bourbon Street and _the
Superdome.
Oklahoma certainly would still have claimed
the crown with the simple reasoning that if you
knock off No. 1, you ought to be Na. 1. And Miami
quite logically could have argued for No. 2 to
move up, especially since it had already beaten
the Sooners.
What a lovely,debate that would have been.
And for a change, college football could have had
a juicy controversy that didn't carry with it the
embarrassment of a recruiting or eligibilty scandal. It would have been a perfectly delicious bit
of business.
The Hurricaneshowever, blew it. So you can
forget the controversy - for now.
There is, however, next year to contemplate.
The continuing possibility of one of those good
-old fashioned "We're No. I" debates surfacing
between two cr three schools adds zest to the
sport and is perhaps the most compelling argument to studiously avoid a post-bowl national
playoff.
Penn State Coach Joe Paterno wants the four
major bowls - Rose, Sugar, Cotton and Orange
- to serve as championship quarterfinals with
the winners advancing to the national playoff.
This might not sit wonderfully well with the
folks who stage these New Year's Day extravaganzas, lavishly lining the pockets of the
participating schools in the hopes that their
game will produce the national champion - not
just a playoff qualifier.
With Paterno's plan in place, some combination of No. 1 Oklahoma, No. 4 Tennessee, No. 6
Texas A&M and No. 7 UCLA would have paired

te

The Poll

off in the national semifinals. That would mean
no accommodating for a very good Michigan
team that won the nests Bowl and finished No. 2
in the final standrika.
The best Penn State could do under their
coach's arrangement would be No. 5. Paterno is
certainly a lot better off with the No. 3 hLs Nittany Lions were awarded by the voters.
Then there is the matter of what you would do
'with a longshot team that every once in a whit
comes marching out of nowhere to lay claim to
the national championship. Under Paterno's
system, how would you deal with a school like
Brigham Young University, which last year
went undefeated and won the national championsltip even though it completed its season in the
less prestigious Holiday Bowl?
Do you penalize a team because it doesn't play
in a conference tied to one of the Big Four bowls?
That hardly seems fair.
Do you turn the bowls into nothing more than
playoff preliminaries after the contributions
they've made to the lore of the game? Not
without some long, deep consideration for the
impact such a decision would have.
Instead of demanding a cut-and-dried playoff
solution to the annual No. 1 debate, why not leave
the imprecise science of college football just that
way? It's more fun, and remember, fun is what
this business of sports is supposed to be all about.

Final Top 20 Poll
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in the final Associated
Press college football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season record, total
points based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-1110-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
---1.0klahoma (55)
11-1-0
1,138 3
2.Michigan (1)
10-1-1
1,032 5
3.Penn State
11-1-0
990 1
9-1-2
957 8
4.Tennessee (1)
9-1-1
929 6.
5.Florida
10-2-0
792 11
6.Texas A&M
9-2-1
767 13 -.
7.UCLA
12-1-0
755 10
8.Air Force
9.Miami, Fla.
10-2-0
699 2
621
10-2-0
4
10.towa
500 7
11.Nebraska
9-3-0
10-2-0
495 14
12.Arkansas
9-2-1
484 15
13.Alabama
9-3-0
409 17
14.0hio State
359 18
15.Florida St.
9-3-0
16.Brigham Young
11-3-0
228 9
17.Baylor
9-3-0
184 158 T20
18.Maryland
9-3-0
19.Georgia Tech
9-2-1
128 9-2-1
126 12
20.LSU

Hot shooting, like flu, infects Washington
The Associated Press
Flu viruses and
basketball shooting
streaks have something
in common ... they tend

to spread from one person to another.
The Washington
Bullets, hampered by a
flu bug for the last week,

11E11E1111ER
10Thl!
...AND AT

PRICES YOU'LL LIKE!

5 Qt. Oil Change
1 Lubricat4

-- 1 Oil Filte

$1 1 99

Electronic Tune-Up
8 cyl. with flush & fill
Includes spark plugs,
2 gallons anti-freeze,
WINTERIZING $5999

labor
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier proniptly before the 10th or
each month They depend on you to write their my
checks
CollecUon time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

2.{3 assists; guards
Zedric Macklin, 11.6
points, and Toney Ford,
5.9 points; and Jeff Martin, 6.7 points and 3.9
rebounds.
Tipoff on Saturday in
Racer Arena will be 7:30
p.m.

Transmission Tune-Up
Includes New Filter, transmission
fluid & -gasket. Adjust bands if -$3500
required.

discovered Thursday
night that hot shooting
also can be contagious.
They made 65 percent of
their field-goal attempts
for three quarters and
finished with 61-percent
shooting for the game as
they defeated the New
York Knicks 115-109 in a
National Basketball
Association game-.
"When a team shoots
well, it seems like
everybne is shooting
well," said Jeff Malone,
who was 16-for-21 from
the field and scored 37
points, one under his
season high. "They
were pressuring and we
were shooting long shots
with hands in our faces,
and the ball was still going in."
"They made an awful

lot of high degree-ofdifficulty shots," Knicks
Coach Hubte Brown said
after the Bullets went
49-for-80 from the field.
Also scoring big for
Washington were Gus
Williams With a seasonhigh 32 points,and Cliff
Robinson with 28 (one
under his season best).
They combined with
Malone to score 97 of
Washington's total.
Star rookie Patrick
Ewing, after missing
three games with an injured knee, finished
with 1,
1 on 2-for-13
shooting for New York.
Seven -foot- 6
Washington center
Manute Bol didn't score,
but he blocked seven
shots

Lifetime Rotation & Computer
Balance
Includes rotation & computer balance
5,000 miles FREE for the life of the tread

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
of

the tires
$2200

4 Tires

Rudolph Goodyear
ict So 12th St
Mundy. icy '121)1
Ar:rw,s from Big tohlic
753-0f"

_

-

2 eggs, /
1
2 center cut country ham
hashbrowns, choice of biscuits & gravy or toast

'250 (Good Thursday-Sunday)
OPEN M-S, 5 em 8pm

Sun 7

m -3 p m

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759 1864
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Unfriendly road awaits Dallas Cowboys in NFL playoffs
The Associated Press
The Dallas Cowboys
are on the road again, a
most unfriendly road
when it comes to the National Football League's
winding highway to the
Super Bowl. Since 1978,
when they made it to the
NFL title game but lost
to Pittsburgh, the
Cowboys are 1-3 in Na.,tional Conference
postseason play away
from Texas. Stadium,
the only victory 30-27
over Atlanta in a 1980
divisional playoff.
They lost the 1980
NFC title game 21-7 in
Philadelphia.
They lost the 1981
NFC title game 28-27 in
San Francisco.
They lost the 1982
NFC tile game 31-17 in
Washington.
And in 1985, they were
10-6 overall - 7-1 at
home (the loss a 44-0
blowout by Chicago)
and 3-5 on the road.
They might well have
been 2-6 and out of the
playoffs if New York
Giants quarterback Phil
Simms; trying to run out
the clock, hadn't made a
most timely (for Dallas)
fumble deep in New
York territory in the
closing minutes, a turnover that the Cowboys

NFL Playoffs At A Glance
All times EST
Saturday, Dec. 211
New England 26, New York Jets 14
Sunday, Dec. 29
New York ,liants 17, San Fran3
cisco
Second Round
Saturday, Jan 4
Cleveland at Miami 12 30 p m
Dallas at Los Angeles Rams, 4
Ei•m
Sunday. Jan. 5
New York Giants at Chicago 12 30
p.m.
New England at Loa Angeles
Raiders. 4 p m
Conference Championships
Sunday. Jan. 12
SUPER BOWL XX
Sunday, ion 26
At New Orleans
s NFC chamAFC cnamplon
pion. 5 p m

converted into a gamewinning field goal.
Now they're on the
road again, in Los
Angeles for the second
round of playoffs. They
can take some comfort
In the fact that while
they're 4-3 against the
Rams in playoff competition, they are 2-0 in
postseason games in
LA. Or perhaps they
can't take that much
comfort. Those games
were in.4,A proper, the
Memorte Coliseum.
This time the game's
really in Anaheim.
"I think most teams,
when they're playing at
home, they play at a

higher level of intensity," Dallas defensive
end Ed "Too Tall"
Jones said. "But, see,
that won't happen in this
game because it is the
playoffs, a do-or-die
situation. We will match
their intensity because
of that."
The game is one of
Saturday's pair of divisional playoffs. At
Miami, the Cleveland
Browns, 8-8, champions
of the American Conference Central Division, visit the Dolphins,
12-4, champs of the AFC
East.
On Sunday, the two
surviving wild-card

teams are on the road the 10-6 Giants visiting
the Bears, NFC Central
champions at 15-1, and
the 11-5 New England
Patriots in LA facing
the 12-4 Raiders,
champs of the AFC
West, in the Coliseum
With the exception of
the rejiggered format
that allowed Cleveland
and Detroit, a pair of 4-5
teams, into the playoffs
following the strikeshortened 192 season,
no team has entered
postseason play in the
NFL with a poorer
record than this year's
Browns.
"You've got to realize
they wouldn't be here if
they didn't have the
talent," fullback Ron
Davenport, the
Dolphins' leading scorer
with 13 touchdowns,
said. "We all know we
can't overlook them.
Their record isn't that
great, but they lost a
bunch of close games. A
break here or there and
they would have a much
better record."
"Everybody has the
same record now,"
quarterback Dan
Marino added. "If the
Browns play up to their
capabilities, they can
beat anybody. They

earned the right to play
here by winning their
division."
Cleveland's passing
game, with rookie Bernie Kosar pressed into
duty most of the sewn
due to injuries to Gary
Danienson, is mediocre
at best. But the ground
game is solid. Kevin
Mack, with 1,104 yards
rushing, and Earnest
Byner, with 1,002, are
only the third pair from
the same team to surpass 1,000 yards on the
ground in the same
season.
Chicago is getting its
first taste of NFL
postseason play since
1963 - when the Giants
visited then, too. The
Bears won that game
14-10 to take the league
championship. Neither
the Bears nor the Giants
have even gotten to a title game since then.
"These two teams
have been down a long
time," Bears Coach
Mike Ditka said. "It's
good for football when
you get two teams that
were forerunners of
most of the NFL
teams."
The showcase players
on each team are running backs - Joe Morris
of the Giants, whose

1,336 yards rushing and are gunning for their
21 touchdowns set club third Super Bowl
records, and Walter triumph in six years and
Payton, who gained their fourth overall.
Sunday's game will be
1,551 yards in his 11th
the only one fnvolving
NFL season.
Only one NFC tearn_two teams who met durhas never allowed ing the season. The
Payton to run for 100 Raiders defeated the
yards in a game against Pats - New England's
only loss at home them - the Giants.
The Patriots are com- 35-20 last Sept. 29, returing off their first playoff ning three turnovers invictory since 1963. The to instant touchdowns.
"A lot of things have
Raiders, meanwhile,

Honored
Player
Murray State President Dr. Kala Stroup
(far right) was on hand
Thursday for the official
presentation of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tennis Player of the Year
award, won by Racer
freshman Tony
Wretlund. The rookie
from Sweden won 37 of
his 47 matches at No.1
singles, including the
OVC championship
match in 1985. Wretlund
also had a 28-3 No.I
doubles record with
Steve Massad, losing in
the finals of the OVC
championships. Pictured with Wretlund and
Stroup is Bennie
Purcell, named OVC
Coach of the Year in
1985 after the Racers
won their sixth straight
championship under his
guidance.
Photo by Jim Rector

Bossy breaks scoring record with 500th goal
•
UNIONDALE, N.Y. miss that one," he said.
Bossy became only
(AP) - After scoring
his 500th goal, Mike the 11th player in NHL
Bossy of the New York history to reach the 500
Islanders set his sights plateau. The goal acon loftier achievements. tually tied him for 10th
"I think LqIcan still place on the list with
pass a lot of guys from Guy Lafleur, the former
now to the end of the Montreal Canadiens'
season," Bossy said great.
Squarely in Bossy's
.,t,ter his milestone accoiriplishment, achiev- sights on the all-time list
ed Thursday night as are a trio of Canadiens,
the Islanders rallied for Lafleur, Jean Beliveau
a 7-5 National Hockey (507 goals) and Frank
League victory over the Mahovlich (533).
Gordie Howe holds the
Boston Bruins.
Bossy scored his 499th all-time mark with 801
goal to break a 5-5 tie goals, most of them
late in the game, then scored with the Detroit
added his historic 500th Red Wings.
Bossy said it was
with a breakaway,
of a relief to
soritewhat
17
with
empty-net goal
..- get the 500th gual.
seconds to-play.
"Now that it's over, I
"I wasn't going to

Car of the Week

'1981 GMC Sierra Classic
One, Owner, 50,xxx miles, PS., P 8., Air, AM/FM
stereo, Tool Box, roils, sliding rear window. Extra sharp!
Check Out These

Certified Mileage

Pre-Owned Cart

suppose I feel a little
better. But I thought I
would'get more nervous
as I got closer; I never
did. Certainly it is a
milestone, but nothing
you had to get in a
specific amount of
time."
Asked if he had a
"premonition" about
Thursday night, Bossy
said, "No, but I always
think every time I step
on the ice I'm going to
contribute to a goal or
score one myself."
Denis Potvin, the

700 Main
-759-1839

because Edmonton's
Wayne Gretzky is on a
pace to score his 500th in
about 100 fewer games.
The 500th goal "meant
a lot" to Bossy, but he
said the goals that have
meant the most in his
career were scored in
1981, when he broke
Maurice "Rocket"
Richard's record with 50
goals in the season's
first 50 games.
"I remember scoring
two late in one game to
tie the record," Bossy
said.

=-Looking-for'A DEPENDABLE
Auto Repair & Service Center?

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

National Basketball Association
Naomi Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Malian
GS
W L Pct.
774 7
24
Boston
484
625
12
20
PhUadelphia
806
30 13
New Jersey
8
516
16 15
Washington
11 22
333 14
New York
Ceritral Division
647
22 12
Milwaukee
500 5
15 15
Atlanta
456
18
15
684
Detroit
7
438
14 18
Cleveland
400 884
14 21
Chicago
290 114
922
Indiana

Houston
Denver
San Antonio
Utah
Dallas
Sacramento
L.A. takers
Portland
Seattle

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
21 12 ,636 19 12 .613 _ 1.,
576 2
19 14
515 4
17 16
14 15
483 5
313 10%.
10 22
Pacific Division
5
25
833
20 16 .556 12 20 .375 14

10 19
11 21
12 23
Thursday's Games
Washington 115, New York 109
Boston 122, Indiana 104
Chicago 131, Detroit 122
Houston 120. Golden State 115
Sacramento 114. San Antonio 106
Friday's Games
New Jersey at Horton
Detroit at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Washington
L.A. Clippers at Cleveland
Utah at L A. Lakers
Phoenix at Portland
Denver Sit Seattle
Saturday's Gainers
L.A. Clippers at Indiana
Cleveland at New Jersey
Atlanta at Chicago
Utah at Dallas
Philadelphia at Houston
New York at Milwaukee
Denver at Sacramento
San Antonio at Golden State
Sundays Games
Golden State at Portland
Phclenix at Seattle

Phoenix
L A Clippers
Golden State

345
341
343

14%
15
158,

College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scores
Thursday's Games
EAST
Brown 90, American U 85
Harvard 68. Lafayette 58
'
Louisiana Tech 84. loess 54'
New Hampshire 72. Dartmouth
64
Venn St 66. Rutgers 56
Pittsburgh 80. Georgetown 76
St John's 95. Providence 90, OT
Syracuse 68. Boston Coll 52
VWanova 62, Seton Hall 56
Yale 86. Holy Cross 77
SOUTH
Alabama 71 Mississippi St 62.
OT
Baptist 118. Judson 50
Fairfield 56, Miami, Fla 47
Florida 77. Tennessee 75. OT
Georgia St 71, Houston Baptist
70, OT
Jacksonville 103. Bethune.
Cookman 54
Louisiana St 85. Georgia 73
Middle Tenn
118. Freed•
Hardeman 52

S Mississippi 90. Fredonia St 59
Samford 66. Hardin-Simmons 65
South Carollna 63. Cincinnati 56
Tennessee Tech 98. Tiffin 62
Vanderbilt 81. Mississippi 70
-Virginia Th, Hartford 54
Virginia Tech 74., James
Madloon 65
Xavier. Ohio 77. Stetson 70
MIDWEST
Ball St 70, E. Michigan 59
Drake 65. W Texas St. 58
Evansville 71. Morehead St 48
Illinois 76. Minnesota 57
Indiana St 72, Butler 54
Kansas St. 56, Marquette 56
Kent St. 55, Toledo 51 •
Miami. Ohio 62, Bowling Green
54
Michigan 74. Indiana 69
Ohio St. 84, Michigan St 73
Ohio U. 68, No. IllinoLs 63
Purdue 76, Iowa 73, OT
S. Illinois 80, St Lduis 78. OT
Wichita St. 78, Abilene Christian
59

SOUTHWEST
51
Arkansas St. 74, Mo
So Methodist It, Arkansas 66
Texa.s 70, Houston 68
Texas AISM 62. Baylor 48
Texas Christian 46, Rice 64
Texas-El Paso 69, Brigham
Young 64. OT
Tulsa 81, Oral Roberts 65
FAR WEST
Arizona 104, HawaitHilo 71
California 62, Washington 60
Cal-Irvine 72: San Jose St 67
Cal-Santa Barbara 75. Pacific 73
Montana 63, E Montana 57
Nev •Las Vegas 100. Utah St 94
20T
Nev -Reno 73, San Francisco 71
New Mexico 71. Utah 58
New Mexico St 68. Fullerton Si
61. OT
Portland 64. Boise St. 62
San Diego 77. Montana St 63
San"Diego St. 69. Air Force 50
Stanford 84. Washington St. 67
. UCLA 71. Oregon 65
Colorado St. 72. Hawaii 61

Kentucky Prep Basketball Results
Kentucky Prep Basketball
By The Assoaated Press
THURSDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
LaRue Co 65, Criverna 61
Webster Co 85 Graham 63
Mason Co Invitational
First Round
Maysville 77. Montgomery Co
'
72
Pendleton Co 70, Fleming C,a) 55
Butler Invitational
Lou. Male 73. Lou Holy Cross 60
Lou. Butler 73, SW Christian 58
Bath Co. Invitational
Estill Co. 86, AugUsta 35
Powell Co 54, Tollesboro 39
Wendy's Classic
First Round
Somerset 86. Clay Co 62
Middlesboro 79, Les Tales
Creek 713

GIRLS
Adair Co. 52 Campbellsville 38
Bath Co. 67. Augusta 31
Clay Co. 54. Corbin 40
Cov. Holmes 71, St. Henry 67
Dixie 47, Coy_ Holy Cross 38
Fleming-Neon 54. Letcher Co. 41
Frankfort 44. W. Anderson 18
Franklin Co. 47. Clark Co. 39
Ft. Thos. Highlands 50, Dayton
37
Gallatin Co. 55. Erlanger Lloyd
49
Harrodsburg 57. Burgin 28
Jackson City 73. Cordia 45
Laurel Co. 65, Jackson Co '33
Leslie Co. 72, Hazard 34
Lax. Christian 65. First Christian 61
Lex. Catholic 43. Bryan Station
42

Lex. Lafayette 50, Lax Tates
Creek 44
Rockcastle Co. 44, Lincoln Co 41
Rowan Co. 58. Ashland Blazer 54
Silver Grove 49. Campbell Co 39
Somerset 49, Mercer Co. 44
Trimble Co. 41, Eminence 15
W Hardin 60. Taylor Co. 33

Harrison Co Invitational
Bourbon Co 54. Estill Co 45
Bracken Co 46. Paris 33
Whitley Co.Invitational
First Round
Dilce Combs 44. Cawood 42
Whitley Co 84. Williamsburg 37
Bell Co. Invitational
Knox Cent 59, Middlesboro 54
MC Napier 50. Cumberland 45
Bell Co 42. Everts 37

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

f
Economy, Efficiency-, Elegance

-

TM

YOU CAN DEPEND ON US.
*Automatic Transmission Service & Repair
*Oil Change, Lube & Filter
*Mufflers, Brakes & Shocks
"Your Total Auto Repair Service Center"

Other Cars

Owner History

Islander captain, called
Bossy's achievement
"unbelievable."
"Eight years, 500
goals," said Potvin. "It
was great to be on the
ice for that.
"He scores goals so
fast, you Citn't keep up
with him," Potvin said.
Bossy scored his 500th
goal in just his 647th
regular-season game,
making him the fastest
to 'reach the 500-goal
plateau in NHL history.
It is a distinction he likely will hold only briefly,

happened since that
time," Coach Tom
Flores of the Raiders
said. "They're a much
different team now, and
a much better one than
we saw. They're playing
with a lot of confidence.
They seem to believe in
themselves.
"But we're also a different team," he added,
"and we're a better
team than we were at
that time."

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
Center
& Service
Established 1958
514 S. 12th St.(Next to D&W)

The Most Modern, Beautiful Woodburning
Stove in America . . Designed for you
^Arc!,
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Collins creates separate department to run Medicaid program
FRANKFORT, Ky. in all of state govern(AP) — Medicaid, ment, will be run by a
which has become one single department-level
of the largest programs agency under a

reorganization announced by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
"The magnitude and

staff of the agency.
rchases by the state, final report
the impact of such a pro- tions for new or expandThe new department
The executive order
cluding ordinary
gram alone justify the ed medical services,
elevation of its ad- and an extension on the medical insurance for will include the 136 ex- creating the new departministrative position moratorium on new employees Supporters isting positions that ment will take effect on
within the Cabinet for long-term care beds.
of the idea said the state cover medicaid and March 1 or upon
Human Resources,"
The Special Medicaid could save money by seven new positions ratification by the 1986
Collins said in a news Program Review Ad- combining all health- created to staff the of- General Assembly.
Medicaid is currently
release on Thursday an- visory Committee sug- care purchases, but the fice of the commisnouncing the change.
gested a single agency scheme was not includ- sioner. Collins did not in the Department for
Human Resources to handle all health-care ed in the committee's appoint the executive Social Insurance.
Secretary Al Austin said
the creation of the new
agency will not change
the way people apply for FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) — Army attorneys have
ticipation in two burglaries more than six years
benefits, but it should filed an appeal of the order that reinstated a
ago.
redum some of the red civiliani employee at Fort Knox who lost her job
FBI agent Larry Long was accused by former
tape in obtaining help.
informant Delane "Red" Colvin of arranging the
because the government couldn't find her one in
The Medicaid pro- an area free from smokers.
theft of semitractor trucks and truck parts in
gram will cost at least
Jefferson County in a scheme to catch dealers in
Anna Felts, 39, of Vine Grove was ordered
$577 million this year reinstated in mid-December by a federal civil
stolen parts. Long worked with Colvin in 1979 and
alone and has grown by service hearing officer to her post as a supply
1980 while assigned to the FBI's Louisville office.
more than 10 percent in clerk with back pay.
Colivin claimed Long and other agents approveach of the previous few
ed thefts throughout the state.
Pat Kukoski, a spokeswoman at Fort Knox,
Long's actions were investigated by federal
years. It pays for some said the Army's appeal was filed Monday with
authorities, but the FBI decided they did not
medical services to one the Merit Systems Protection Board in
warrant criminal prosecution.
out of every 11 Ken- Washington.
Ron Morris, assistant Jeffersontown police
Mrs. Felts was dismissed last June after she
tuckians and takes 7
chief who investigated one of the thefts, said the
percent of the total submitted a note from her doctor that requested
date of the grand jury meeting was confirmned
smoke be eliminated from her work
General Fund.
by the Jefferson County commonwealth's atMedicaid has also environment.
torney office. Commonwealth's Attorney Todd
Government officials testified at a civil service
become one of Collins'
Hollenbach could not be reached Thursday for
biggest headaches in the hearing in November that the doctor's note procomment.
mpted attempts to find a job for Mrs. Felts that
past year.
Long, reached at home, said he had not been
Her action to trim she was qualified for, but when none was found,
told of the grand jury meeting. He would not say
nearly $50 million from she was dismissed.
whether he planned to testify or whether he had
Ms. Kukoski said Mrs. Felts has not returned
the Medicaid budget
been in contact with prosecutors.
was met with a public to work pending a final decision in the case.
————
relations and legal barCHICAGO(AP) — Lawyers for a Chicago man
rage from the medical , FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Frances Prichard
filed a $9 million lawsuit in the crash of a DC-8
industry, especially the-..Brown of Sandy Fkok announced that she will
jetliner in Gander, Newfoundland, last month
nursing home industry. seek the Democratic nomination to succeed her
that killed 248 U.S. servicemen and eight
Collins also appointed husband as 99th District state representative.
at
week
this
a lawyer said.
earlier
died
crewmembers,
Brown
0.
Ray
Rep.
study
to
a special panel
The lawsuit was filed Thursday in Cook County
Medicaid and the topic the age of 72. He had served in the House since
Circuit Court in the name of Ross Gayton, whose
is high on the agenda of 1974.
son, Anthony, was among the soldiers who died
Meanwhile, Gov. Martha Layne Collins on
the 1986.
in the Dec. 12 crash.
A separate depart- Thursday set Jan. 22 as the date of the special
Listed as defendants were Arrow Air Inc., the
ment that deals only election to fill Brown's'seat.
that operated the plane; and McDonnell
airliner
Democratic
the
of
committees
executive
The
will
with Medicaid
Corp., the maker of the DC-8.
Douglas
and
Elliott
Boyd,
in
partial
Republican
make it easier to change and
that
nominees
for
select
accuses Arrow Air of negligently
lawsuit
The
will
counties
Lawrence
the program, which Colplane and failing to inspect and
the
operating
election.
special
lins promised to do.
said Arthur L. Berman,
aircraft,
the
maintain
"The administration
County
lawyers.
Jefferson
A
Gayton's
of
one
—
?AP)
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
and the General
Jan. 22 to hear
Berman said the damages are high because of
Assembly are in agree- grand jury will reportedly meet
parthe mental anguish inflicted on the parents.
agent's
FBI
Lexington
a
about
evidence
ment that we must
move forward in modernizing our Medicaid program," Collins said in
the release.
Collins has taken
CINCINNATI (A?)
several steps to change
Uncertainty for the
Medicaid already, infamily of Eddie Pens*
cluding the reorganizaended in tragedy when
tion of the Certificate of
the missing Newport,
Need Authority, which, _
Ky., teen-ager's body
Whet kind of der will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
must review applica;
was found in a wooded.
forecast given for your birth sign.
area in eastern
FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1986
Cincinnati.
SCORPIO
ARIES
"I'm- Just glad it's
(Oct.
to
23 Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
said Cindy
over,"
This is a good day for getting things
This is a promising time for
Yeager, the victim's
new
A
house.
the
done
around
personal relationships. Luck comes
16-year-old sister. "It's
money-making idea looks promising.
through friends and partners see
worse not knowing."
plans.
yoUr
with
Continue
eye-to-eye on important matters.
"He was the best,"
SAGITTARIUS
Enjoy harmony.
said a tearful Frieda
21)
Dec.
to
22
(Nov.
TAURUS
Hamm,the boy's grandYou'll be making new friends today
(Apr.20 to May 20)
mother. "He would do•
activity.
club
some
in
or
participating
for
Career doors continue to open
anything for his
what
on
out
Speak
arrive.
Invitations
you. You're able to impress higherI MINK IA
grandmother."
concerns you.
HOMESICK FOR
ups with your personality. You're also
The fully clothed body
CAPRICORN
SUMER
remarkably efficient.
of Pence, 14, who had
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
been missing since Dec.
You'll be excited about today's
(May 21 to Jurre 20)
1 *
/1
6 and was feared slain
career developments and will be
Today won't be boring for the
devoting extra time towards the
by hostage-taker Dennis
vw romantically inclined and the plearealization of your ambitions.
Lucas, was found lying
sure oriented. You like surprises, and
AQUARIUS
on the ground in a woodwill get plenty of them! Travel is
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ed area near Eastern
another happy option.
You may hear from someone that
Hills Junior High School
CANCER
you haven't heard from for a while.
on Thursday.
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll soon be making plans for a
Lucas, 20, of Dayton,
Freelancers have luck, as do apartvisit. Evening hours accent friendKy., was shot to death
ment hunters. It should be a happy
ships.
time for the family. Some are busy
by a Kentucky State
PISCES
war
putting in extra time on a work
Police sniper while
mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar.19)
project.
holding two other youths
It's a good time to seek financial
LEO
hostage in their
backing for a project. Help comes
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Newport home on Monfrom an unexpected source. Make
This is a good time for getting your
day. Lucas had told a
plans to augment overall security.
ideas across to others. Creative
radio station that he had
pursuits and local travel provide you
killed both Pence and
YOU BORN TODAY are a hard
with fulfillment and joy.
James "Spanky" Cain,
working type with a flair for advenVIRGO
15, of Covington. Cain's
.
ture. You must never let yourself get
_
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
body was found Sunday
the
on
into a rut, but must be forever
Common sense planning en
along the bank of the
outlook for new opportunities. You
you to make beneficial changes at
Licking River.
have the necessary patience to realize
home. Judgment is good when shopAt funeral services
long-term goals and will succeed in
ping. Career prospects are also
Thursday for Cain,
Though
quality.
this
of
because
life
improving.
Capt. Gerald Johns of
you don't like being tied down, you
LIBRA
the Newport Salvation
work well in the corporate structure.
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
army
_ noted that the
brokerand
Acting, banking;teaching
People will find it hard to say no to
15-year-old's death also
age are some of the fields in which
you now. You're both charming and
left many unanswered
you can excel. Interior design and
persuasive. Pleasure prospects look
questions.
music may also appeal to you.
good. Travefis interesting.

pi

Kentucky News In Brief

_

Parents Live Worlds Apart from Son
I would suggest that you initiDEAR -ABBY: My husband and I
ate some kind ofcommunication
are in our 70s and in poor health.
and try to find out why your son
Ten years ago, our son borrowed
walked out of your life.
$10,000 film us. He promised to
If you're reluctant to initiate
repay it on a monthly basis (no
it, how about a friend, relative,
interest) within three years. He
needed it for his business. His busiyour attorney or clergyperson?
ness has been thriving. He and his
There must be a reason why
wife have their own home and swimyour son thinks you deserve this
ming pool; the two older children (in
kind of treatment. This is a very
college) have their own cars, and his
bizarre and mysterious situa4
wife also has one.
tion. I want very much to help
We have not received one penny of
you, but there are many unthe $10,000. Four years ago, this son
answered questions. Good luck
literally walked out of our lives
and God bless you. Please write
without one word of explanation. He
again. I care.
lives two miles away. We have not
had a telephone call, a card, a gift—
nothing: This also applies to his
wife and children.(The oldest is 21;
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in
the youngest is 11.) We know that 'your column from "Louisiana Lithey are well because we hear from
bra," the 45-year-old unmarried secothers who see them and do business
retary who didn't know what to say
with our son.
when asked,"How's your love life?"
Before Christmas my husband
You suggested, "It's none of your
said,"Let's accept the fact that they
business."
don't want to be bothered with us,
Well, I am also a mature unmarand stop sending them gifts. (Until
ried female who has been asked
this year, we remembered them on
numerous times(mostly by harmless
all occasions, but they never acmen)how my love life is, and I have
knowledged anything—just cashed
been able to answer without hurting
the checks.)
anyone's feelings by simply sa}hng,
What do you say, Abby? Where
"Private, and I hope yours is, too."
did we—go wrong? We have -never
It works every time.
mentipned the $10,000 they owed.
COLORADO CRITIC
FORGOTTEN PARENTS
DEAR CRITIC: Thanks. Your
answer was better than mine.
DEAR FORGOTTEN: You say
* * *
you live two miles from your
son, his wife and their children,
DEAR ABBY: What would you do
and for four years you sent them
about a guy who asked you to marry
gifts for all occasions, none were
him before tax time so he can write
acknowledged, yet you continyou off?
ued to send gifts and checks.
MARSHA
Something is drastically wrong.
Have you ever phoned your
DEAR MARSHA: If this is the
son or written to him? Do you
only reason he wants to marry
have a promissory note for the
you, write him off.
$10,000 he borrowed?
Ti-IAT5 NICE,
BUT WHO ARE
YOU WRITING
TO?

Body of missing
youth is found

Your Individual
Horoscope
frucesDrake

C_AN
ALWAYS
FILL
LATER..
N
I
THAT
Q

for

YCRPOctki.
K.
FAC,K
PACK I

WHAT NUTTY
ENTION ARE
'IOU WORKINe ON
NOW?

NUTTY? TH15 WILL
MAKE ME A HERO TO
ANYONE WHO EVER
&ETS A HANGOVER

WHAT 15 IT

AIS

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

SO MUCH FOR
THE MATCH OF
THE YEAR

WITH SIMPLE 4DJ1/5741ENT5,,IT
NORKED WELL CW THE LAKE."

1k:hornlike horn the wrong side of the meadow

Former nightclub owner
may soon start sentence
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Federal
authorities have asked a
judge to order former
Lexingtos nightclub
owner Jatnes Lambert
to begin serving a fiveyear sentence drug
sentence.
Lambert's appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court
was rejected last
month.
The U.S. Attorney's
office on Thursday filed
a motion asking U.S.
District Judge Scott
Reed to order Lambert
to surrender.
Lambert, reached at
his Lexington home.
said his appeals were
exhausted and he supposed he would have to
turn himself in.
Lambert pleaded guil-

ty in 1984 to conspiracy
to distribute cocaine,
with the condition that
he would appeal the
District Court's rulings
allowing evidence
against him.
Lambert claimed
evidence gathered by a
former maid and the
FBI at his homes should
not be admitted as
evidence.
Phillip M. Block,
nephew of former Gov.
Julian Carroll, also
pleaded guilty to a drug
charge in 1984 in a
related case. Block is
serving a five-year
sentence at the Federal
Correctional Institution
in Lexington and will be
up for parole in April
1987.

•

4
•

4
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CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice

6. Help Wanted
CIRCULATION
manager- 25,000 daily.
27,500 Sunday operation. Send resume, salary history, references.
Robert Parks, General
Manager, The Daily
Independent, 224 17th
St. Ashland, Kentucky
41105-0311.
EASY ASSEMSLV
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.

Ole

22

Mu'sical

32. Apts for Rent

PAGE 13

Mirrray Ledgcr & Times

49. Used Cars

53. Services Ofte ed

53. Services Offered

4x4, 14 ton, JOINER'S complete STUMP REMOVAL
2 BR duplex, Northwood 1973 FORD
condition. tree service, 32 yrs. SERVICE.
subdivision, heat pump, above average 759-1429.
Call
PHOTO
experience. Also, Mechanically removed
appliances, w/d hook- Best offer.
below the
Face
up, intercom, central 1977 LTD 2dr. Landau, stumps reechanically 10 inches
damage to
ENLARGING
vacuum. No pets. Re- sharp, good runner. removed 10' below surface, no
ing lawn.
Brick
surround
753-0386.
Call
surface.
.
req.uired
ferences
$1650. Also, 1982
5x7 Only 'I"
T Larry Wood 753-0211 or
Available immediately
Start At
Yamaha 750 twin sport LEE'S CARPE
1-443-8682.
all
For
G.
753CLEANIN
deposit.
plus
$275
bike, drag pipes, white
IWO Only.3"
re7724 or 753-8579.
nice- 51650 your carpet- & upholst- TREES & bushes
very
letters,
Two
Per 1000
Up To Poster She
2 BR duplex with car- or $3000 for pair. After ery cleaning. For a free moved, hauling of all
1970 Cutlass
estimate call 753-5827. types. Very reasonable
20,128
24. Miscellaneous
port on Stadium View 5p.m. 753-6267
Vowel! &
prices. Call Jerry at
heat and 1978 FIREBIRD, excel- Satisfied references.
1-2 Door 1-4 Door
In Store
1972 CHRYSLER 440 Dr. Central
appliances, lent condition, $2,500. LICENSED Electrician 759-9661.
Both Cars WOUIC1
One Hour Service
Son Inc.
engine, completely air, all
deposit re- 1803 College Farm Rd.
for residential and
Make One nice car. Exoverhauled. Can be seen carpeted,
And Complete
Martin. TN
quired. No pets. 1979 BMCK Electra commercial. Heating
Aluminum
at 1498 Clayshire.
cellent project for a
and air condition, gas
Married couples
PROCESSING
587-2301
vocational student.
CAR batteries, 60 preferred. Available Limited, loaded, all Installation and repair.
los Co.
Saary
With individual
month guarantee. Jan. 2. Call after extras, good condition. Phone 753-7203.
$675 FIRM.
Aluminum and vinyl
474-2796.
Call
74&
24-F
Series 24,
And Personal
5:36p.m. 753-1799.
1976 Cutlass
siding. Custom trim
1980 BEIGE Toyota
$29.99. Series 27 & .27-F
ASs ntlon
2 BR, energy efficient, 4-wheel drive truck, MOBILE HOME 'REPSalon
work. References.
HardWallin
332.99.
e
preventativ
and
AIR
duplex,
modern brick
PROFESSIONAL
2 door, tilt, t-tops,
Call Will Ed Malley
black topper, AM/FM
ware, Paris, Tn.
12 Months
Roofs,
ce.
Applianmaintenan
on Story Ave.
753-06119
stereo, 4-speed, new
velour interior, auto in
RECRUITER
E sale. Wood
CLEARANC
wiring,
Quiet
plumbing,
floors,
ces furnished.
Interest Free
floor, new Goodyear
heater with thermostat, deadend street. tires, chrome wheels
Full-time position as
job
No
straps.
hurricane
TREES trimmed or
Call 753-3496.
Financing
deluxe cabinet, has lift-up 753-7185.
Eagle St's, low mileage,
too small. 759-4850.
ONE HOUR PHOTO
removed. Also, yard
recruiter
l
professiona
Z•28,
cook surface top, 25" CARDINAL Apt., 1 BR 1983 CAMARO
garage kept, 22 mpg,
Goodyear
T-top, lots of NEED work on your work. Experienced
5-speed,
for 385 bed acute
brick lined fire box, cast
with half white
maroon
furnished, $170. College extras. Extra sharp trees? Topping, prun- Free estimates. Call
CRASS
Passenger Tires;
Iron grates and doors,
care hospital. B.S.
vinyl top. Must see to
Farm Apts., 1 BR car. Call 753-4575 after ing, shaping, complete 436-2690.
supply limited, $199.99.
FURNITURE
Magnavox TV's,
appreciate.
furnished, $190. 2 BR at 5p.m.
removal and more. Call WET BASEMENT? We
degree in health care
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
103 S. 3rd
Embassy, unfurnished,
Whirlpool
1970 Monte Carlo
Z-28, B OVER'S TREE make wet basements
CAMARO
1684
Tn.
related field. Previous
Downtown 'Autrey
$225. Call 753-0268.
SERVICE for ProWork coMpletely
new
Appliances.
door,
2
733-3421
in
FIREWOOD for sale. $25 EXTRA nice, large 2 19,000 mi. $9200. Call fessional tree care. dry.
experience
guaranteed. Call or
753-57"Goodyear Eagle St's.
oak
Only At
Red
rick
delivered.
753-0338.
BR apt., residential
recruiting/interviewMorgan Congood work car, good
and white oak. Call 753- area, near shopping '76 BUICK Skylark, Tow ODD job specialist, ceil- write
Need An
RUDOLPH
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
ing, must have good
mpgs,
good
mileage,
gas mileage 8575.
0659.
center. Call between
ing fans, electrical, 409A, Paducah, Ky.
GOODYEAR
Extra Car For
communication/
I REWOOD, cheap, 8a.m. & 5p.m. 753-3415 $850. Call 753-5566.
plumbing, fencing. You 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Call 753-0653
Calais,
CUTLASS
753-0595
'81
6p.m.
delivered. After
after 5p.m. 753-8756 or
public relation skills.
name it, I do it. You buy, I WILL haul white rock,
A Few Days?
stripes
gold
after 6:00 p.m.
with
black
753-0467.
753-7122.
install. You break, I fix. sand, lime, rip rap and
Will recruit for varieof
SERIOUS
KEROSENE heaters FURNISHED Apts.„ & tan interior, 50,000 Call 436-2868.
14 Per Day
masonary sand, coal,
cassette,
am-fm
miles,
small gray striped cat
profesty of health
12,300 BTU's $79.99. Adults only, no pets.
INQUIRIES
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
new tires, sun roof,
wearing brown collar
e,
S.
Apts.
Hardwar
Wallin
n
Excellent
Zimmerma
Paper
NG=
Mile
sionals.
Per
PAINTI
14'
Call Roger Hudson,
ONLY PLEASE
with red tag please call
$6,000. Call 436-5545.
Paris, TN.
JP"
16th St. Call 753-6609.
hanging, commerical or 753-4545 or 753-6763.
salary and benefits.
parents of girl bitten by
Can YOU buy Teepee
At
.
GenfI
of
,
makes
all
unfversity
service
esFrom
WE
,
Free
Rent
NEAR
cat. Need to have cat
4x4's seized in residential
Please send resume
25
sewing machines and bedroom apt. with large !Cars*
by vet. Cat 5. Lost and Found
raids for under timates, References,
drug
Personnel
kitchen
reat
kripation•Residentiel
m,
Dwain Taylor examined
to:
cleaners
livingroo
vacuum
years experience,
seen in area of 7th &
facts
for
Call
$100.00?
Farris 759-1987
asonable rates. For more with range, refrigeraCAMPBELL WELL
Tremon
t
or
Departmen
Call
753-1222
Poplar.
269-8701
(615)
today!
Chevrolet, Inc. 753-6820.
information call 354-6521 tor,disDRILLING
ROOFING, Plumbing,
184.
Loonies Respite(
hwasher,disposal & Ext
McKenzie. To
ask for Martha Hopper.
Concrete work, Ad502-753-2617
CM Collect
hookup.
Rd.
Oak
yer
Lone
1530
NICE GE portable dis- washer-dr
ditions, Painting,
50. Used Trucks
In the west
901-352-3871 Of
.
Carpentry
General
hwasher, $90. Used Bath has shower & tub
42001
Ky.
TRUCK
Paducah,
901-362.5704
GMC, V-6, 1% ton, 4 P A.
CHRISTMAS TREES
Molony Co
black & white 19" TV.., All rooms carpeted, 1964
Murray area,
Free Estimates
502-444-2125
HAULED OFF, $3.
spacious closets. $225 door, 61,000 miles. Call 753 - 8628. Free
TOOL
$4.5. Call 759-4842.
759-1987.
bushes
Golden
&
Employer
trees
753-4560.
AlsoEqual Opportunity
Estimates.
OAK and hickory mo.
BOXES
1972 SCOUT II 4x4 good
removed. Hauling of all
r
firewood, you haul- $20 SMALL, suitable for 1 condition. Call 436-2684.
SEWING Machine Re- 55 Feed and Seed
Retrieve
reasonable
a
very
stock
married
types.
We have In
person or
RESPONSIBLr woman a rick. Call 437-4829.
pair. All makes and
prices. Call Jerry at _large shipment of
wearing a red _for part-Ume babysit- PICK
couple. $125 per month 1976 C-65 CHEVY Tan- models. Home & In- ROUND bale of mixed
-up
bed
truck
grass hay. Delivery
grain
ft.
18
detruck,
759-9661.
dem
$75 security
dustrail. and bag closCrossover, wheel
rubber mats- Chevrolet- rent,
reflector collar: ting ping light
bed. Call 489-2161 or ing machines. Also available Call 753-8480
No pets. 753-4808.
duties. Ford- Datsun- Nissan.housekee
-wall, andwbed
ns 489-2380 after 6p.m.
fereneett required.,
scissor sharpning.40 56. Free Column
.-ET-Camino- Ranger- TAKING applicatio
Did the holiday
side itount tool
REWARD
Write P.O. Box 1040-A, Mazda. See at Stokes for Section 8. Rent 1979 CHEVROLET van, yrs. experience. All
boxes. For -ell
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 customized, grey, $3000. work guaranteed. Ken- FREE kittens. .8 weeks
season bring a
Murray.
Tractor 753-1319.
old and litter box
Apply Hilldale Call 474-2796.
of
BR.
models
IL
makes
little more into
SEASONED firewood- Apts., Hardin, Ky. 1979 SINGLE axle neth Barnhifl, 753-2674, trained. Call 753-2482.
Wanted
Situation
9.
Stella, Ky.
trucks. We also
oak, hickory, mixed
g Chevy 2-Ton, C-70, 36.6
your house than
FOUND large brown Wn2
erTSM hardwoods $30/rick Equal Housin
--rake
paint tool boxers to
2
trans.,
.
spd.
Opportunity
5
in.,
Cu.
found
male,
Doberman,
Jerry 753-7284.
expected?
delivered Min. order 2 T!ItEE bedroom, two spd. axle, hyd. brakes
match your truck.
on 94 E. between Aurora
ricks. Call John Boyer
For carpet and
474-8826.
Opportunity
Call
bedroom and one bed- Also, Tanduirn log bed,
Business
Murray.
10.
&
Call
753-0338.
general house cleanroom Apts. Lease and $700. Call 522-7511.
&
oak
ED
SEASON
6. Help Wanted
deposit. Adults only, no '78 FORD short wheel
Murray Livestock
ing, residential or
GUS I OM KI I CHEN CABINETS
firewood de- pes 753-9208 after 4 pm. base, 6 cylinder 3-speed,
Open and own a hickory All
business.
Sales
trimtree
& Trailer
livered.
COS TONI WOODWORKING
after
753-2708
bath
Call
two
$2003.
bedroom,
TWO
Ladies,
Free estimates.
beautiful
& removing. Call apt., central heat & aAr, 3p.m.
ming
es
Mauric
5334
502-753Call Tammy
753-5476.
0
stove, refrigerator &
Jeans, Childrens, WHIR
If you have a ftak for
94 EastV.6 Mlles
Hwy.
LPOOL water furnished, 53. Services Offered
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & 0
492-8254.
f1shion, selling exRAISED PANEL DOORS•
Large Size, Materni- microwave oven with washer & dryer hookup. ALL type masonry
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chore,
700 watts cooking
perience and desire a
No pets. 753-3949.
on
• BOOKCASES el
work,
block,
brick,
MANTLES
Combinati
•
or
13UNCASE8
ty
power, only $4.50 week.
PAM'S CAKE HUT the
career in retal, you MI
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANMES
concrete, driveways,
01
Rent
for
Houses
34.
753Goodyear,Rudoph
delica
for
Brands!
call
Top
to
place
store.
&
Pioneer
CUSTOM SUSLT FuleNtTURE FURNITURE REFINISHING •
sidewalks, patios, house
want to join Maurices.
Display
0595.
Ow.
&
See
Drs.Sy
MRCSS
cowed-my
boils SCRATCH made
4 bedroom, 3 foundations, new
FREE BROCHURE! WHY Wait? $8.46 LARGE
•
Car Stereo
Full tine, excellent
cake, such as carrot,
bath. 2 story house. $525 chimneys or chimney
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
cash
$795
or
coconut, applespice, Ita*weekly
in_
serious
7534035..
salary.
&
Please
Cal
benefits
monthjy.
25
exrepair.
years
$99.95
as low as
•*•••• •
lian cream., Honey
•
Buys Quality TV Satel•
•
•••
•••la•
perience. Free es- °It•
Apply in person,
cjuiries only. Call lite Dish System. Com- 38. Pets -Supplies timates.
nut,and jam. We specialCall Charles
PS-6907699.95
Tue., Jan. 7 or Wed.,
ize in character cakes
pare! Includes In404-469-4438.
ARC Cocker Spaniel Barnett 753-5475.
like Cabbage Patch,
stallation. (*with ap- puppies. Call 753-7302.
Noma* mad Sealy
8 at Chestnut His
Jan.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
heman
bright,
rainbow
Call
proved credit).
.Hopkins Insurance Agency
Car CD Players
obedience training. Pactory authorized for
Shopping Center
C
hearts etc. as well as
502-563-9059.
Kentucky Control insurance Companies
1 1 . Instruction
Wholesale to all.
Hobby, career or just a l'appan, Kelvinator and
weddings and showers,
well mannered compan- Brown. Service on gas
and we make our own rum, time LPN to WANTED Guitar and 25. Business Services
and electric ranges,
cakes to be remembered wo* in Dr. office. Send Bass students. Call ALL types commerical ion. Boarding and ARC
microwaves, disso call 759-4492 or stop by resume to P.O. Box Monte Fisher 759-1081. Construction. Pre• German Shepherds. 436- h washers. re222 S. 12th
410 Main. After hours call 1040-K, Murray.
10 yrs. teaching ex- engineered metal; 2858.
Parlor, all frigerators, etc Earl
753-5865
437-4455.
IsIEED a jobf: 2 openings perience. For beginner masonary or wood PEG'S Dog grooming. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753dog
breed
if:
and
advanced.
now. You may qualify
5341.
buildings: We furnish
For appointment 753(1)you do not have GED
blueprints approved by
Gardner,
Peggy
2915
Buy
to
Want
14.
school
or your high
the Ky State Building In115 S. 13th
Call
Hwy. 94 E. 2 miles from
diploma, (2) you have TWO A-1 Beagle Hound spectors. Emerson ConJohn Lane Back Hoe
town
9
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
been out of school
rabbit dogs. Prefer 1 struction Co Inc, General
Service installs and
(3) you male, 1 female, 3 to 5 Contractors. P.O. Box
more,
or
months
no
will
Estate
there
Real
1486
42071
43.
As of January 2,
(502)733-6202
repairs septic tanks.
are between ages 16 & 21, years old. Bill Hooper, 130, Paris Tn. 38242. Call
homes
NT
Of
the
GOVERME
call J.T.P.A. Out
Also pump tanks.
longer be any members of
day or night, 901-644-9840.
474-8095 after 5p.m.
from $1 (U repair). also
School 753-9378 between WANT to buy, raw furs.
Licensed by the
Churchill family associated with 8:30-12:005
property.
tax
week.
delinquent
days a
McClellan Furs, 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Health Dept. You've
Call 805-887-6000 Ext GHMcOwen
The Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Stanley
1976 CHAMPION double 8155 for information.
SALES-MONEY
the rest, now
called
Ill.
Pulaski,
Clellan,
wide mobile home,
James Mason Churchill would
MEN-WOMEN
618-342-6316.
the
best.
24x44, 3 BR with ap- 45. Farms for Sale
call
Mature Person)
We are not going out of
like to thank all persons for their
pliances, financing
753-8669
Help !mimetic children.
15. Articles for Sale
farm
ACRE
225
Call
$6500.
available,
work
s but at our new LOW.
leade-trayel
busines
g
unlimited
cooperation while he was operatin
southeast of New ConNEW ref. & stove, 753-3604 or 753-7334.
hard 8 make $315.000 to
d.
CE
Croplan
APPLIAN
cord.
LOW prices you might think that
*50.000• year commission
almond color; beige WINCHESTER 2 BR
the funeral home.
le timber. SERVICE. Kenmore,
Cal 800-826-4876
carpet, new; Lazy Boy mobile home, gas heat, marketab
we were.
& creek. Call Westinghouse.
or 800-826-4826
rocker recliner; couch, 12x60, good condition. fencing
Whirlpool. 23 years
Wholesale prices
solid light blue; Need to sell. Call days 753-7531.
experience. Parts and
kerosene heater, misc. 759-1436, nights 759-1776.
46. Homes for Sale
to everyone!
Bobby Hopper,
service.
items. OW 753-8916.
1 BR house on large lot, Bob's Appliance SerWHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
vice, 202 S.- 5th St.
refrigerator with tex- 10x40 MOBILE home, 10 miles north of Business 753-4872, 436tured steel door, only furnished, natural gas Murray. $6,900 or best 5848 (home).
after
222 S. 12th
733-3863
$8.00 per week. Rudolph heat, located near Un- offer. 759-9591
bANDI Buildings, Inc.
Goodyear 753-0665.
1 person Call 5p.m.
iversity,
,
rcial
Comme
Answer to
BR, 2 bath, all
WHIRLPOOL heavy 753-3895 after 5p.m.
agricultural, reProvious Puzzle
with 4 12x60, 2 BR, 21u11 baths, electric, 1 1/2 acres. sidential. Engineered
washer
duty
device
ACROSS
753-8289.
Call
.PS
A&
per
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
cycles, only $6.00
SPET ORT
34 Chinese
private lot, water furstructural 50 year
Rudolph nished, 5 min. from COMPLETELY re- warranty. Dandi offers
week.
Silver
pagoda
THAT
Gold
ROQ
PARE
1 Weaken
decorated, newly cartown. Call 492-8722.
35 Equally
Closed
integrity, professionalClosed
ERA Goodyear, 753-0595.
4 Journeys
LABOR
ARE
bedroom
three
peted,
36 At this place
OR 3 BR, furnished,
service. Call
9 Health resort
5.79
Yesterday
Yesterday 325.75
TB 16. Home Furnishings
brick house. Enclosed ism, and
S IRO EA
RA
37 Bread
AC/natural gas. Shady
collect (812) 951-3353.
12 Ventilate
522
at
Located
Opened
garage.
Opened
table,
PAGAN
room
ingredient
DININ
LOMA
753-5209.
L
Oaks
Sears
13 Proportion
Whitnell, 2 blocks from rENCE sales at
5.77
Today
327.20
Today
39 Army unit
TED leaf, 4 chairs & china NICE two bedroom S. 12th St. Shopping now. Call Sears 753-2310
TAP
14 That woman
CLEAN
Baby
$400.
cabinet,
Outfits
.02
42
Down
No
1.45
Murray.
near
Up
trailer
estimate for
free
for
15 Storage
Ocfor
MOUE
Ready
Center.
AAR
HEAR
playpen, $25. Call 753- pets. Call 489-2611.
43 Goddess of
needs.
Compliments of:
MOMS
your
753-3059.
Call
cy.
R t NE
11.
discord
17 Capital of
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
for sale. 9.584 CENERAL HOrME
44 Part of foot
WHIRLPOOL heavy 30. Business Rentals
VOILE
SERE
Tibet
locked in interest, as- REPAIR. 15 years ex713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
cap
temp
3
Brimless
with
46
dryer
duty
19 Apportion
DA
VIAL
ITEIDON mini storage
TA
loan, $1900 perience. Carpentry,
ME
753 7 1 1 3
48 Individuals
selections, only $4.00 self storage unit* bus- sumable
plumbing,
concrete,
20 Old name for
under
down. Must make
Al L per week. Rudolph
LIMOT
Wo• buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
ARA
51 Limb
Thailand
iness or personal use. 24 $25,000 to qualify. If roofing, siding. NO JOB
Hours: 10-6 Doily, Closed Sunday
52 Pitchers
latIRWUM SfillgiN C ES Goodyear, 753.0595.
21 Twirl
hour easy access. interested call only TO SMALL. Free es54 Brown kiwi
753-6873,
Days
OTTO
timates.
23 Colonizers
SEA
sizes.
lights,
&
assorted
UNTE
between 5:30p.m.
19. Farm Equipment
55 Aeriform fluid
nights 474-2276.
27 Adhesive
753-7818.
7p.m. 753-6543.
pronoun
- Indian
56 Meditertractor, gMALL commercial
1975
substance
G by Sears.
FORD
000
f
sale•
for
HOUSE
letter
Greek
7
ill
vessel
Be
ranean
2
29 Protective
perfect condition, like building on college ca- rooms & bath. ap- Sears continuous gutSingle
8
Pledge
3
57 Pigpen
ditch
ters installed for your
new. Call W.P. West mpus. Call 753-2967
proximately 1 acre
9 Mortification
4 Allowance for
specifications. Call
435-4467.
30 Faeroe Island
753-6040.
Phone
part
Footlike
10
waste
DOWN
whirlwind
Sears 753-2310 for free
INTERNATIONAL
1
bedroom
WEE
Macaw
11
5 Evaluates
estimate.
31 Before
Cadet, cutting
VIEW
Club
CREEK
with
house
brick
bath,
Dispatched
16
6 Possessive
1 Algonquian
32 Detecting
deck, plow, disc, good
yard, base- INSULATION blown in
back
large
18 Stop
SELF
shape. Call 753-2648
ment, outdoor storage, by. Sears. TVA ap20 Portico
9a.m.-4p.m. •
between
loan. $38,000. proved. Save on those
E
assumable
STORAG
Lance
21
x
36'
high heating and coolbuildings
POLE
after 6 pm.
759-1020
Call
as
Analyze,
22
Hwy. 641 N.
bills. Call Sears
erected,
ing
completely
54'
sentence
24 Hr. private entrance
for free
7 . Motorcycles
4
18' x
753-2310
and
door
entrance
German
24
esUmate.
753-6734
included,
slider
end
9'
motor177 YAMAHA
seaport
k Sons
many colors, $6,999.
25 Cook in oven
cycle 650,, excellent J.L. McKnight
available
sizes
Other
Rent
for
20,000 miles, Sawmill on Poor Farm
32 Apts
26 Chairs
condition,
Blitz Builders. Inc
new back tire, new Rd. Buyer of standing
28 Hermits
REDRoOM duplex
1-800-428-4009
battery, new wind- timber. Call 753-7528.
33 War god
§t
10th
gas heat, 414 S.
$650 753.7101
shield.
34 Clothesal
Music
22
Murray. Call 492-8225
days
makers
Rex
bedED
FURNISH
1
Fender
LEFT handed
36 Lease
at
See
apartment.
Cars
room
Used
.
9
4
Guitar
Backhoe
Stratocaster
38 Pieces out
with new VS-1 pick-ups. 100 S.13th St.
40 Microbes
, red
MUSTANG
1965
Service
Kayler Tremolo. Good 2 BR apt. near Univers- with black interior
41 At that place
condition $650. Call ity. water furnished, Days 753-4182, night
45 Gaelic
Install new septic
gas heat, $50 deposit,
753-2'750.
46 Container
759-1059 Price 82800
Call
month.
a
$140
systems, repair on
PIANO for sale.
47 Period of
1975 -CADILLAC, 4-door,
Wanted: Responsible 753-5992
time
moboat,
Trade
51,100.
old systems. 30
upstairs,
48 Fondle
party to assume small 2 BR apt.,
t o r . shot guns or
monthly payments on partially furnished,
49 Negative
yrs. experience
camera. Call 753-2594
spinet/console piano. deposit requied. Call
50 Declare
Prix.
GRAND
1976
Licensed by State
Can be seen locally. after 6p.m. 753-0087.
53 The two of us
13R duplex. 1 blith, loaded, red with half
Write: (include phone
Dept.
Health
$2000
number Credit Mana- kitchen, den, storage white vinyl roof,
condition
.
753-9224
ger, P.O. Box 520, area, W/D hookup. Very good
Call 492-8282 after 4p m
Call 753-9240
Beckemeyer, IL 62219
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms, individually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-0611
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.

1 35

phi

PROFESSIONAL Recording, 24 track
Harrison / Studer, $35
an hour. Fully equipped, musicians available. For information or
appointment call
606-739.4396.

r

WILL theowner

LOST

753-4775

Lt•

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

WORLD OF SOUND

NOTICE

ATTENTION

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

inio also

WORLD OF SOUND

wr.

Steak and All
Restaurant

MOM EMMEN MIME
UMM MEM EMI
MEMMUMM MEM=
MUM WM
NM= MMEMINIMM
MEMO MEMO ME
MEM WM=
MI MI= WM=
MEMMMINIM ME=
MIMI NM=
NM= MEMEMMI
MOM NM= MEM
MUM MOM= MO

Taking Applications
Jan. 4, 5 & 6

Camp

For cooks, waitresses,
dishwashers, hostess
For
cashier.
and
restaurant opening between 10th and 12th of
Must
have
Jan.
experience.
111 N. 12th St.
Old CsiOeln D's

I •

411

s

..•••••
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Clover Crawford

T.G. Curd

4

Final rites for T.G.
Curd are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. George White
and John Dale are officiating. Mrs. Oneida
'White is pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Tracy
Curd, Ricky Cunningham, Scott Wilkins,
Doug Wilkins, Greg
Byers, Larry Darnell
and Brandy Curd.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
in Henry County, Tenn.
Mr. Curd, 73, of New
Concord died Wednesday at 9 p.m. in Long
Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Levell
Willoughby Bucy Curd;
two daughters, Mrs.
Walter Byers and Mrs.
Phillip Wilkins; two
sons, Keith Curd and

T.G. Curd Jr.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Myra
Broden and Mrs. Sharon
Christie; one stepson,
John Thomas Bucy; two
sisters, Mrs. Jewell
Malcolm and Mrs.
Wilton Holland; two
brothers, Gardner Curd
and Wavel Curd; eight
grandchildren; five
stepgrandchildren;
three greatgrandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs.
Clover Crawford will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. Dr. John Huffman will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Glen Crawford, Donald
Crawford, Andrew
Wade Crawford, Mark
Crawford, Jonathan
Ben Crawford and Hugh
Noffsinger.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.,
Friends may call
from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
funeral
Mrs. Moela Smith (Friday) at the
died Thursday at 10:36 home.
Mrs. Crawford, 96,
p.m. at her home at
Thursday at 12:20
died
3044 South 13th_ _St,
West View Nursat
a.m.
Murray.
Her husband,
Home.
ing
Her husband, Clifford
Smith, died July 14,
1972. She was the
daughter of the late
Lowry Underwood and-,
Nora Stewart
Underwood,
Mrs. Smith was a
Services for Cody
member of First Baptist
will be
Church and of Kathleen Wayne Young
p.m. in the
at
2
Saturday
Jones Group of the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Church WMU.
Home. The
Funeral
One son, C. Harry
Cobb of
Smith, of 3044 South Rev. Stephen
officiate.
will
Murray
The funeral for 13th St., Murray, surBurial will follow in
Treamon Cloys is today vives, along with one
Memory
Mayfield
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of sister, Mrs. Maude
Blalock -Coleman Jones, 108 South 10th St., Gardens.
Friends may call at
Funeral Home. Bob Murray; one brother,
home.
Haley is officiating with Charles Underwood, the funeral
64, of 410
Young,
Mr.
Jerry Bolls directing the Long Beach, Calif.;
St.,
singing.
eight grandchildren; West Water
Thursdied
Mayfield,
Pallbearers are Ken- .eight greatday at 3:30 a.m. at his
neth Melvin, Adrian grandchildren.
home.
He was a retired
Cloys, Dean Lampkins,
The funeral will be
Thdependent truck
David Lampkins, Brent Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
Hart and Charles the chapel of the J.H. driver.
Born June 16, 1921, he
Churchill Funeral
Wilson.
the son of the late
was
in
Burial will follow
Home. Burial will follow
Young and Edna
John
Coldwater Church
Murray City
Brown
Young.
Cemetery.
Cemetery. —
Christ
He is survived by his
Friends may call at
Mr. Cloys, 72, died
Richie
Saturday at his home in the funeral home after wife, Mrs. Anna
sisters,
Young;
three
Sebring, Fla.
12 noon on Saturday.
The family requests Mrs. Myrtle Wilkerson,
He is survived by his
Emwife, Mrs. Dottie Lou that expressions of sym- Farmington, Mrs.
Mayfield, and
Dulaney Cloys; one pathy be in the form of ma Code,
daughter, Mrs. Bob donations to Calloway Mrs. Ruth Perkins,
Morris; one sister, Mrs. County Cancer Plant Hickory; one brother,
1,
Lizzie Osbron; one c/o Mildred Robertson, Jesse T. Young, Rt.
granddaughter, Mrs. Rt. 7, Box 65, Murray, Farmington, Coldwater
community.
Ky. 42071.
Keith Harmon.

4,

k
•

Mrs. Moela
Smith

Cody
Wayne
Young

Treamon
Cloys

ot

•

Rev. Falwell reveals plans for new group
T. Wade Crawford, died
in June 1981.
Survivors are three
sons, Jean Crawford,
Mayfield, Col. Fred M.
Crawford, Colorado Springs, Colo., and Dr. Ben
Wade Crawford, Lexington; 10 grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Margie
Martin
Mrs. Margie Martin.
53, of 306 McDonald St.,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born Dec. 16, 1932, in
Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Theodus Foster
and Lena Reynolds
Foster.
Survivors are her huband, Aubrey Martin;
four sons, Darrell Martin, Germany, Harold
Martin, Tim Martin and
Danny Martin, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Marie Tharpe, Puryear,
Tenn.; one brother, J.C.
Foster, Hazel; two
grandchildren.
Mrs. Martin was a
member of Union Grove
Baptist Church,
Puryear, where the
funeral will be today at 3
p.m. The Rev. A. Taylor
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
with arrangements by
Williams Funeral Home
of Hazel:

Hog market
FederaJ.Stste Market News Service
Js.nuary 3. 1106
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 614 Est. SOO Barrows
A Gilts mostly ,5* lower Sowi under
500 lbs. .50 to 1.80 lower over 500 lbs
$0.00-3.00 lower
US 1.2 516440 lbs
51111.25-441.75
US 1.2 2110-210 155.
846.35-46.25
US 51 210.250 lbs.
• $45.75-44.25
U8 3-4 250-210 5,
544.75.45.75
Sows
833.00-34.50
US 1.2 270 230 lbs.
US 1.3 300-450 lbs.
881.86-35.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
SIS.80-38.00
US 1.3 over 545 lbs.
$88.1611-40.50
some over SOO lbs. to 41.51
US 2-3 300-540 lbs.
$33.1411-33-00
Boars $23.0034.00

I

•

SALE

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

158% 471%
23
/
1
2 tine
33% unc
54%
43 .%
56%
11% unc
38% •1/8
31 ▪%
61% +1,4
35/
1
2
307/s +1,4
16% unc
748

..

Jerrie°
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
*
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office
SEA VICE ON Ali MAASS
• In-horne seivice
• Battens, ear rnC/OS I OCCeSIOnel
• Full coOperalion witll your DOCtor
• Eit,IUSIVe Belrone Camihed
Sentina Flan

.• free anaiysis Q

tr_yi

nearing aid

247-8654

435-4343

1979 Chevrolet Impala

Radonve•

435-4319

Silver, Auto, Air, AM/FM Cassette,
Clean 56,XXX miles.

HEARING AID SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
WO co,' r ir•1110v4i stumps up
below the ground.

435 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit

am ..%

Goodyear

I.B.M.

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

GRAVEL

so 24

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
+7.34
Air Products
631/4 +%
Apple Computer
22% + Vs
American Telephone —
24% unc
Briggs & Stratton
SO +1,4
48% +1/4
Chrysler
Cracker Barren ?"t13
/
1
2 -1
/
2
Dollar Gen. Store • - .
20% +1,4
Durakon
203
/
8 unc
E-Z-Em Inc
No trades
Ford
57% unc
G.A.F.521,4 -%
General Motors
71% + 1/2
GenCorp, Inc..— ......70% +
Goodrich
32% AA

Wc Eic2L,1
Pit Grcivel

G,Ovir

JANUARY
CLEARANCE
II
/
I *Closed Dec. 31st to
prepare for sale

and the homosexual said. "We are engaging "voluntary school
lifestyle, it does not the enemy on new prayer, abortion,
allow for our commit- ground, enlarging our homosexuality,
ment to a strong na- outreach, incorporating religious freedom, portional defense and for an expanding agenda nography, opposition to
our opposition to com- while reaffirming our the Equal Rights
munism and how it robs commitment to the ex- Amendment, infanthe liberties of millions isting agenda."
ticide, sex education,
of people worldwide."
That agenda, accor- child sexual abuse,
"We are not disban- ding to the Liberty Israel and a strong nading or retreating," he Report article, includes tional defense."

WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Rev. Jerry
Falwell, complaining
that press criticism has
frightened people away
from his Moral Majority, is starting a new
group with a different
name and broader
goals.
The Moral Majority
will stay in existence,
perhaps merely as part
of the new Liberty
Federation, aides say.
Through the new
federation, Falwell
plans to expand efforts
supporting national
defense and budgetbalancing — subjects
many people don't consider moral issues —
and also put more emphasis on fighting communism overseas.
The television
evangelist also hopes
the new organization,
which Moral Majority
members are being asked to join in a mass
mailing this month, will
attract people who
share his views but fear
Identification with the
much-publicized Moral
Majority.
"The press for six
years has bloodied and
beaten the name 'Moral
Majority,' Falwell is
quoted as saying in the
publication Liberty
Report, which replaces
the Moral Majority
Report.
Falwell said, "While
Moral Majority indicated to most people a
commitment to traditional values' and opposition to pornography

13 500

DWAIN
753-2617
6416. Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

J
Ladies' Department
Starts Thursday
Jan. 2nd at
9 a.m.

50

off
Storewide
0
*Sldrts, sweaters, coats, suits,
vests, dresses & blouses

Racks of $5 & $10 Items

(101f(aoicgrr

Accessories

Men's Suits
ID.

(Big Group)_

Dress Shirts

All Boy's Wear
(Sizes 12-20)

1

1/2 Price

60%

off

Sport Coats

_
—

50-60% Off
Rack of Young Men's Slacks & Jeans

Sportswear reduced
50% and more!

t_

•

•

$10

NurkinglIam lag fa

ii
111111111111111111111111101111111.
11'

Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut St.

Downtown on the Court Square

•All sales. CASH az FINAL
*Alterations EXTRA

